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Over 9000+ pictured products including radio control helicopters, 
planes, cars, boats, yachts, quadcopters and all the accessories.

Money Back Guarantee   Online Parts Request Form   Freight from $5.
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The Opinions expressed in this 
publication are not necessarily

those of the editor or 
Model Flying New Zealand.

Neither this publication nor 
MFNZ are responsible for the 

contents or services advertised 
within these pages.

All advertising is accepted 
on the integrity of those 
placing the advertising.
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Council Affairs
Paul Clegg

Well it’s been a very strange winter so far. I assume 
everyone saw the announcement from Met service that it’s 
been the warmest June and July on record in New 
Zealand. I’m writing this with rain lashing at the office 
window and predictions of snow but there have been a lot 
of great days to get out and go flying. Just thought I would 
do a wrapup of all the current issues

Membership cards
Back in January I purchased a new membership card 
printer. After some research, I found that our old Zebra 
printer had been purchased by Dave Wright over eight 
years ago. Even the supplier was amazed that it was still 
running given the amount of cards that we print.  Sadly, all 
the mechanisms got so worn it’s becoming highly prone to 
jamming. I had thought that getting a new printer would 
solve all the reliability problems. This hasn’t proven to be 
the case.

The new printer has been returned to Christchurch for the 
third time. While the supply company acknowledges that 
there is an issue, they cannot replicate it at their repair 
facility. We’ve now sent a request for a refund of our money 
with an intention of buying a different type of printer.
The ramifications of all this are that I’ve taken a 
considerable amount of time to print membership cards 
this year and I’m still yet to print the cards for a number of 
clubs.  Please be patient!

Council / MFNZ vacancies
MFNZ is a voluntary organisation that relies on members 
willingness to help to keep the organisation functioning.  
It’s a small organisation but has a lot of administrative work 
required. Many improvements have been made to the 
workflow to try and streamline the operation but we need 
more people helping to run the organisation. MFNZ is 
currently running light of three personnel. Following is a list 
of roles that need extra people to fill the roles

Secretary / Administrator
Jonathan Shorer did an amazing amount of work to keep 
MFNZ running and when he left New Zealand in 2020 it left 
a considerable gap in the organisation. The Council 
desperately looked around for a replacement for Jonathan 
but with no volunteers offering to help I have stood in as 
Secretary for over the last year.  

The organisation really needs another person to share the 
load of the secretary/administration role. The amount of 
work required for these positions is almost a full-time 
position. MFNZ has neither the funds nor the legal 
capacity to become an employer. The role of secretary 
does attract an annuity.  

Northern North Island representative
With Len Drabble having to step down from President due 

to personal circumstances, the council moved Chris 
Jackson from the Northern North Island representative to 
become the President. Chris has done some great work in 
this role but the Council is currently running without a 
Northern North Island representative. As this area is one 
of the largest catchment areas for flyers in New Zealand, 
ideally, we need to have at least two people to cover the 
area.

MFW Magazine Manager
Murray race, our Model of Flying World editor has done a 
stunning job over the last few years putting out a top-
quality magazine four times a year. Murray has a full-time 
job and still manages to edit the magazine in what’s left of 
his leisure time. The Council is trying to put together a role 
of a Magazine Manager who works with Murray to 
streamline the collection of advertising and articles 
required for the magazine. This is an administrative role.

If you think you can assist with any of these roles or simply 
need further information as to what is required for each of 
the  ro les  p lease contac t  me,  021986566 or 
secretary@modelflyingnz.org. I’d love to hear from you.

Grants
MFNZ has monies budgeted each year for grants to both 
SIGs and clubs. This allows either group to put forward a 
case for support from MFNZ for either capital expenditure 
or to improve/repair facilities, especially in the clubs.  
Traditionally, the SIGs grant fund has been used to fund 
support for overseas competitions but with travel 
restrictions due to the pandemic this is currently not an 
option for expenditure. MFNZ has received a number of 
grant requests over the last few months and the following 
is a list of the folks we’ve been able to help.

Model Flying Hawkes Bay applied for a grant to assist with 
the purchase of timing gear for their quad racing 
competitions. It was noted that this equipment will also be 
able to be used in the Nationals competitions.

The Aerobatics SIG applied for a grant for assistance in 
the purchase of electronic scoring gear to streamline the 
judges task of scoring the aerobatics competitions.  
Again, this is equipment that can be utilised not just at 
local level but at the Nationals as well.

Christchurch Radio Flyers club applied for a grant for 
assistance with remediation of the airstrip. The strip has 
got slowly degraded over a number of years and the club 
has decided to run a full repair process including resow 
the grass on the strip

FAI
F A I  o r  F É D É R A T I O N  A É R O N A U T I Q U E 
INTERNATIONALE promotes itself as the world air sport 
Federation. MFNZ pays an annual membership 
subscription for membership to the FAI. We are one of 
five air sport disciplines represented in New Zealand. The 
others are Soaring, Hang gliding, Ballooning and 
Parachuting.  In July the New Zealand branch of FAI held 
its annual conference at Wellington airport. MFNZ 
attended the conference, although this was marred by 
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Hopefully you’re aware 
that MFNZ ran a short 
survey  request ing 
information about the 
media for the Model 
F l y i n g  W o r l d 
magazine.

MFW MAGAZINE SURVEY RESULTS
March 2021

If there were a reduced
subscription rate
for choosing to get
the magazine online,
then would you prefer
online or paper?

What content do you like to read in the MFW?

Online

Paper

Online 56%

Paper 44%

General Interest             Event reports                Advertising                  SIG reports

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

0%

After running a number of checks for duplicates and 
membership validation, the total number of participants in 
the survey was 742, approximately 40% of the 
membership. This is an impressive response that ably 
demonstrates just how passionate MFNZ members are 
about the magazine.
 Question 1

June 2016

 
This is a baseline question that gives us a good idea of the 
current situation with the magazine. Effectively, 42% are 
getting a paper copy of the magazine with 58% just 
receiving the magazine online.
 Question 2

 
This question tells us that a lot of people of the people are 
receiving the magazine in the format they want,  but more 
would prefer a paper copy.
 Question 3

This is where things got interesting. Question 3 had the 
inverse result to Question 2 when folks were asked if they 
were effectively prepared to pay for the increased costs 
associated with a paper magazine.  

Question 4
 

What model flying activities interest you?

Fun Flying        Scale         Soaring   The Nationals  Helicopter    Multirotor   Control Line

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

0%

Do you prefer to read 
the MFW online or 
in paper format?

Online

Paper
Online 
43.53%

Paper 
56.47%

Do you currently read 
Model Flying World
(MFW) online or paper?

Online

Paper

BothPaper 20%

Both 22%

Online 58%

appalling weather that shut the airport down and 
prevented a number of folk from attending the meeting.  
The main news is that the pandemic restrictions around 
the world have caused the cessation of any international 
competitions. It appears the primary source of funding for 
FAI is the competitions and as such FAI has got into some 
considerable financial strife. In response, FAI has had to 
halve its full-time staff at its headquarters in Switzerland 
and also rationalise its reason for existence.

The MFNZ subscribes to FAI as this allows our pilots to 
compete in international competitions and record and 
ratify any world records broken by MFNZ members.  
Model Flying is the only discipline in New Zealand FAI 
that currently has a multiple world champion in Joe Wurts.  
All the best  with your flying

Paul Clegg
MFNZ Secretary

This question gave us quite a stark focus on what people 
want to read within the magazine. There were a number 
of other options available and these were removed from 
the answers as they all had responses less than 1%. 
Question 5

 

The answers to this question are a great representation of 
the MFNZ membership. A lot of talk goes on about 
competition flying but at the end of the day most folks just 
want to go out to a field and have fun flying model aircraft.

So what will MFNZ do with this information?
The most obvious conclusion from the survey is that there 
is a demand for both paper and online. Both will be 
available for the foreseeable future. I’ve had a lot of 
comments from membership that the printed copy is 
preferred due to either a lack of technology to read the 
magazine online or, in many cases, access to broadband 
in rural areas is still very restricted in New Zealand.

The big question is whether a differential fee should be 
introduced to cover the additional costs of production of 
the printed magazine. I’ve had varying feedback, from 
comments that the paper magazine should be covered by 
the current fee structure, to others that are quite happy to 
pay a differential or additional fee for a paper magazine.  
Large parts of the MFNZ Council meetings have been 
taken up with this debate. For the 2022/23 financial year 
we have decided to keep the fees as they are and see 
how the budget pans out.

A reminder that if you wish to have a paper copy 
o f  t h e  m a g a z i n e ,  s i m p l y  e m a i l  m e 
secretary@modelflyingnz.org with your MFNZ 
number and ask for the paper copy.
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Corrie Hoult from the Christchurch Radio Fliers Club won the 
MFNZ raffle prize offered for those who voted in the AGM and 
magazine survey. He is shown being presented with his prize by 
John Isitt, Treasurer and past President of the club.

Corrie is a young member on the committee at the Burnham-
based club and he enjoys flying all types of models. Corrie was 
presented with his prize at the club field and within half an hour 
had the E-Flite Trojan assembled, bound to his transmitter, 
balanced and flown. “It flies really well,” he said, “much slicker 
than I thought it would be.”

Corrie intends to take the model down to Twizel and have his 
father fly it for fun. 

MFW MAGAZINE SURVEY WINNER
March 2021

June 2016



The 74th National Aeromodelling 
Championships

Carterton 2nd Jan - 7th Jan 2022

Free Flight
Control line 
Vintage 
Soaring
Scale
Aerobatics
Pylon
Heli Fun Fly

NATIONALS MANAGERS
Kevin Botherway “Rowdy” 027 557 0470

rowdy01@xtra.co.nz 
Frazer Briggs “Bogan” 021 288 9455

frazer@pbgrc.co.nz  

ALL ENQUIRIES 
WELCOME

FPV Wings & Multi rotor
Indoor Flying
Special days away from all 
this exciting flying for the 
Ladies
SIG run Barbeques
Final Prize Giving and 
Banquet Dinner !!
Plus other social events 
arranged by this years Nats 
Guys, Bogan and Rowdy …

The Nationals are on in Clareville again. This venue provides all the facilities we need to run the 
Nationals, and its as central NZ as it gets. Get in your car, and drive. See the sights on the way !! Is 
it really that far ?
Accommodation through Air B&B and Book A Bach throughout the Wairarapa available for those 
not wanting to camp. Or rough it in a fancy Motel complete with Aircon. For the seasoned nats 
goers that want to stay close to the action, powered and unpowered campsites are at the Show 
Grounds as usual. Dust of the Nats tent, hitch the caravan, fuel up the RV, and get on the road. 
Make sure you get your accommodation sorted early, it was at a premium last year due to the 
current climate.
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PROGRAM
Carterton
2nd January 2022 
to 7th January 2022
Registration commencing 12noon Sunday 2nd

Contestants Meeting & welcome "Burgers by Baldrick" 

at Clareville Show Grounds from 6.30pm Sunday 2nd January                         

Frequency Control for non 2.4Ghz users for all Radio sites

will be at event headquarters, collect your peg on the day

 Code    Event Name     Site     Start Date/Time         End Date/Time        Snr Fee Jnr Fee

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS !! 
Register online and pay in 

October only $30.00 
Register online and pay in 

November $40.00 
After November 30th 

$50.00    

Registration
Seniors $50

 Juniors
*FREE
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ALL Registration Opens  HQ Sun Jan 2 - 12:00 pm     
ALL Mass Radian Launch  RC4 Sun Jan 2 - 6:00 pm Sun Jan 2 - 6:30 pm  
ALL Welcome "Burgers by Baldrick" 
 & Contestants Meeting  Hall Sun Jan 2 - 6:30 pm Sun Jan 2 - 7:30 pm  
ALL Grand Prize Giving & 
 Banquet Dinner   Hall Fri Jan 7 - 6:30 pm  Fri Jan 7 - 9:00 pm $40.00 $20.00
 CONTROL LINE 
CL01 FAI F2B Aerobatics  CL Mon Jan 3 - 8:30 am Mon Jan 3 - 3:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
CL15 F2B Intermediate Aerobatics CL Mon Jan 3 - 8:30 am Mon Jan 3 - 3:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
Cl02 Sportsman Aerobatics  CL Mon Jan 3 - 9:00 am Mon Jan 3 - 2:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
CL05 FAI F2D Combat  CL Mon Jan 3 - 2:30 pm Mon Jan 3 - 4:30 pm $20.00 $0.00
CL03 Classic Aerobatics  CL Tue Jan 4 - 9:30 am Tue Jan 4 - 3:30 pm $20.00 $0.00
CL04 Slow Combat   CL Tue Jan 4 - 11:30 am Tue Jan 4 - 4:30 pm $20.00 $0.00
CL14 Percentage Speed  CL Wed Jan 5 - 9:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 1:30 pm $20.00 $0.00
CL13 F2F / Classic FAI  CL Wed Jan 5 - 2:00 pm Wed Jan 5 - 4:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
CL12 Class B Team Race  CL Wed Jan 5 - 4:00 pm Wed Jan 5 - 6:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
CL09 FAI F2C Team Race  CL Thu Jan 6 - 9:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 11:00 am $20.00 $0.00
CL10 Slow Goodyear   CL Thu Jan 6 - 12:30 pm Thu Jan 6 - 3:30 pm $20.00 $0.00
CL11 Fast Goodyear   CL Thu Jan 6 - 4:00 pm Thu Jan 6 - 6:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
C/L SIG AGM    VCC Thu Jan 6 - 7:30 pm Thu Jan 6 - 8:30 pm  
CL06 Classic A Team Race  CL Fri Jan 7 - 9:00 am  Fri Jan 7 - 11:00 am $20.00 $0.00
CL07 Classic B Team Race  CL Fri Jan 7 - 11:00 am Fri Jan 7 - 1:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
C/L AGM & Prize Giving   VCC Fri Jan 7 - 4:30 pm  Fri Jan 7 - 5:00 pm  
 FF/CL SCALE 
FC01 FAI F4A Power Scale  RC1 Mon Jan 3 - 6:30 am Mon Jan 3 - 9:00 am $10.00 $0.00
FC03 Kit Scale   RC1 Mon Jan 3 - 6:30 am Mon Jan 3 - 9:00 am $10.00 $0.00
FC04 CO2 & Electric Scale  FF Tue Jan 4 - 6:30 am Tue Jan 4 - 8:30 am $10.00 $0.00
FC02 Outdoor Rubber Scale  FF Tue Jan 4 - 6:30 am Tue Jan 4 - 8:30 am $10.00 $0.00
FC11 Memorial Scale   FF Tue Jan 4 - 6:30 am Tue Jan 4 - 8:30 am $10.00 $0.00
FC09 F4B CL Scale   CL Tue Jan 4 - 9:30 am Tue Jan 4 - 12:30 pm $10.00 $0.00
FC10 Sport CL Scale   CL Wed Jan 5 - 9:30 am Wed Jan 5 - 12:30 pm $10.00 $0.00
FC05 Peanut Scale   Hall Wed Jan 5 - 6:30 pm Wed Jan 5 - 10:00 pm $10.00 $0.00
FC06 Indoor kit scale   Hall Wed Jan 5 - 6:30 pm Wed Jan 5 - 10:00 pm $10.00 $0.00
FC07 Indoor Open Rubber Scale Hall Wed Jan 5 - 6:30 pm Wed Jan 5 - 10:00 pm $10.00 $0.00
 FPV 
FPV02 MFNZ Wings   RC4 Mon Jan 3 - 9:00 am Mon Jan 3 - 4:00 pm $10.00 $0.00 
FPV01 MFNZ Multirotor  RC4 Tue Jan 4 - 9:00 am Tue Jan 4 - 4:00 pm $10.00 $0.00
 FREE FLIGHT 
FF05 Open Rubber   FF Mon Jan 3 - 7:00 am Mon Jan 3 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF13 Aggy    FF Mon Jan 3 - 8:00 pm Mon Jan 3 - 8:30 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF09 Open Glider   FF Tue Jan 4 - 7:00 am Tue Jan 4 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF11 Open Power   FF Tue Jan 4 - 7:00 am Tue Jan 4 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF01 F1A, B, C Combined  FF Wed Jan 5 - 7:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF15 Kiwi Power   FF Wed Jan 5 - 7:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF07 Hand Launch Glider  FF Thu Jan 6 - 7:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF06 Catapult launch Glider  FF Thu Jan 6 - 7:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF08 Tip Launch Glider  FF Thu Jan 6 - 7:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF02 P30    FF Thu Jan 6 - 7:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF10 E36    FF Thu Jan 6 - 7:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF03 Indoor HLG   Hall Thu Jan 6 - 5:30 pm Thu Jan 6 - 7:30 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF04 Hangar Rat   Hall Thu Jan 6 - 7:30 pm Thu Jan 6 - 11:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
FF12 Mini Combined   FF Fri Jan 7 - 7:00 am  Fri Jan 7 - 12:00 pm $7.00 $2.00
SIG AGM FF AGM & Prizegiving  VCC Fri Jan 7 - 3:45 pm  Fri Jan 7 - 4:30 pm   
 HELICOPTER 
HEL01 Helicopter Fun Fly  RC4 Thu Jan 6 - 9:00 am Fri Jan 7 - 5:00 pm  

“Please note …. this is a preliminary programme. Between now and the Nats some minor adjustments may be needed. For the most up to 
date version, click on the link https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16tNwaWEMG-_uMvF5lQ8-EvCgHh2t39oXr7CvbIxFC28/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16tNwaWEMG-_uMvF5lQ8-EvCgHh2t39oXr7CvbIxFC28/edit?usp=sharing
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CL
FF
HALL
RC1
RC2
RC3
RC4
HQ
VCC

Clareville Control Line Circles
Gladstone Road
Clareville Showgrounds Hall
Francis Line
Soaring field across railway line
Vintage field
Clareville Showgrounds Arena
Headquarters/Registration Office

 Vintage Car Club

Locations:

Enquiries to:
Nationals Manager:

Mobile:
Email:

Nationals Manager:
Mobile:
Email:

Kevin Botherway “Rowdy”
027 557 0470
rowdy01@xtra.co.nz

Frazer Briggs “Bogan”
021 288 9455
frazer@pbgrc.co.nz

The 2022 MFNZ Nationals in Carterton starts a few days 
after New Years. 
So get your kids to the beach right after xmas, catch up with 
friends and family to see the new year in, then get to the 
Wairarapa for the Nats !! You should have enough brownie 
points to spend by then.

We are in for a busy week with flying action during the day, 
and something on every evening too, so check out the 
program. Last year there was in impromptu “Wine Tour” that 
was a hit with the Ladies, so expect that too happen at some 
stage again during the week.

The campsite is the place to be for evening fun, so get your 
tent checked out, caravan / motorhome in order, or get a 
rental caravan booked. Failing that, the last resort is too 
rough it in a local motel. Get your accom. sorted early.
 

“   Please get registered early to help with our planning and on registration costs”Online Registration opens in October. SAVE 

 RC AEROBATICS 
RCA01 Basic IMAC   RC1 Tue Jan 4 - 8:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 7:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCA02 Sportsman IMAC  RC1 Tue Jan 4 - 8:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 7:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCA03 Intermediate IMAC  RC1 Tue Jan 4 - 8:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 7:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCA04 Advanced IMAC  RC1 Tue Jan 4 - 8:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 7:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCA05 Unlimited IMAC   RC1 Tue Jan 4 - 8:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 7:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
Aerobatics SIG AGM   VCC Wed Jan 5 - 8:30 pm Wed Jan 5 - 9:30 pm  
RCA10 Classic    RC1 Thu Jan 6 - 8:00 am Fri Jan 7 - 3:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCA06 Clubman Pattern  RC1 Thu Jan 6 - 8:00 am Fri Jan 7 - 3:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCA07 Expert Pattern   RC1 Thu Jan 6 - 8:00 am Fri Jan 7 - 3:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCA08 Masters Pattern (A20)  RC1 Thu Jan 6 - 8:00 am Fri Jan 7 - 3:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCA09 F3A Pattern   RC1 Thu Jan 6 - 8:00 am Fri Jan 7 - 3:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RC PYLON 
RCP04 F3D    RC1 Sun Jan 2 - 1:00 pm Mon Jan 3 - 6:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCP05 F3T    RC1 Sun Jan 2 - 1:00 pm Mon Jan 3 - 6:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCP02 F3R    RC1 Sun Jan 2 - 1:00 pm Mon Jan 3 - 6:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCP01 Quickee 500 Sport  RC1 Sun Jan 2 - 1:00 pm Mon Jan 3 - 6:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCP03 F5D    RC1 Sun Jan 2 - 1:00 pm Mon Jan 3 - 6:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
Pylon SIG AGM & BBQ   TBA Tue Jan 4 - 7:00 pm Tue Jan 4 - 9:00 pm  
RC SCALE 
RCS01 Novice Scale   RC1 Tue Jan 4 - 1:00 pm Wed Jan 5 - 1:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCS02 Intermediate Scale  RC1 Tue Jan 4 - 1:00 pm Wed Jan 5 - 1:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
RCS03 F4H Scale   RC1 Tue Jan 4 - 1:00 pm Wed Jan 5 - 1:00 pm $20.00 $0.00
Scale SIG AGM    TBA Wed Jan 5 - 3:00 pm Wed Jan 5 - 4:00 pm  
SOARING 
GL03 FAI F3J   RC2 Mon Jan 3 - 8:30 am Mon Jan 3 - 5:30 pm $15.00 $0.00
GL04 FAI F3B   RC2 Tue Jan 4 - 8:30 am Tue Jan 4 - 5:30 pm $15.00 $0.00
GL05 FAI F5J   RC2 Wed Jan 5 - 8:30 am Thu Jan 6 - 2:00 pm $15.00 $0.00
GL01 ALES 200 (Class M)  RC2 Wed Jan 5 - 2:00 pm Wed Jan 5 - 4:00 pm $15.00 $0.00
GL06 ALES RADIAN (Class P) RC2 Wed Jan 5 - 4:00 pm Wed Jan 5 - 6:00 pm $10.00 $0.00
GL08 ALES 123 (Class N)  RC2 Thu Jan 6 - 2:00 pm Thu Jan 6 - 3:30 pm $15.00 $0.00
GL09 F5K NZ Rules   RC2 Thu Jan 6 - 3:30 pm Thu Jan 6 - 6:00 pm $15.00 $0.00
GL07 FAI F3K   RC4 Fri Jan 7 - 8:30 am  Fri Jan 7 - 2:00 pm $15.00 $0.00
 VINTAGE 
FFV01 FF Vintage Power  FF Mon Jan 3 - 7:00 am Mon Jan 3 - 12:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
FFV02 FF Vintage Rubber  FF Mon Jan 3 - 7:00 am Mon Jan 3 - 12:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV02 RC Classical Precision  RC3 Mon Jan 3 - 9:00 am Mon Jan 3 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV16 RC Vintage Precision  RC3 Mon Jan 3 - 9:00 am Mon Jan 3 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV03 RC Vintage IC Duration  RC3 Mon Jan 3 - 9:00 am Mon Jan 3 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV14 RC Classical IC Duration  RC3 Mon Jan 3 - 9:00 am Mon Jan 3 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV06 RC Vintage 1/2 A Texaco  RC3 Tue Jan 4 - 9:00 am Tue Jan 4 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV04 RC Classical E Texaco  RC3 Tue Jan 4 - 9:00 am Tue Jan 4 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV05 RC Classical 1/2 E Texaco RC3 Tue Jan 4 - 9:00 am Tue Jan 4 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV07 RC Vintage E  Duration  RC3 Tue Jan 4 - 9:00 am Tue Jan 4 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV11 RC Sport Cabin E Texaco RC3 Wed Jan 5 - 9:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV15 RC Classical E Duration  RC3 Wed Jan 5 - 9:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV13 RC Vintage E Texaco  RC3 Wed Jan 5 - 9:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV01 RC Vintage A Texaco  RC3 Wed Jan 5 - 9:00 am Wed Jan 5 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
FFV03 FF Vintage Precision  FF Thu Jan 6 - 7:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 12:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
FFV07 FF Classic Combined  FF Thu Jan 6 - 7:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 12:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV12 RC Vintage Open Texaco RC3 Thu Jan 6 - 9:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV08 RC Vintage 1/2 E Texaco  RC3 Thu Jan 6 - 9:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
RCV09 RC Vintage E Rubber Texaco RC3 Thu Jan 6 - 9:00 am Thu Jan 6 - 5:00 pm $5.00 $0.00
Vintage Rain Date   RC3 Fri Jan 7 - 9:00 am  Fri Jan 7 - 12:00 pm  
SIG AGM Vintage AGM & Prizegiving VCC Fri Jan 7 - 2:30 pm  Fri Jan 7 - 3:30 pm  
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2nd January 3rd January 4th January 5th January 6th January 7th January

Day 0 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4

8:00 am to 9:00 am

9:00 am to 10:00 am

10:00 am to 11:00 am

RC Pylon

RC Pylon RC Aerobatics
IMAC

RC Scale
Novice

Intermediate
F4H

RC Scale
Overflow

RC Aerobatics
Pattern
Classic

RC Aerobatics
Pattern
Classic

11:00 am to 12:00 pm

12:00 pm to 1:00 pm

1:00 pm to 2:00 pm

Pylon AGM

Aero SIG AGM

Aerobatics 
Prize Giving

2:00 pm to 3:00 pm

3:00 pm to 4:00 pm RC Pylon
RC Scale

Novice
Intermediate

F4H

RC Aerobatics
IMAC

RC Scale 
AGM

4:00 pm to 5:00 pm

6:00 pm to 7:00 pm

5:00 pm to 6:00 pm

7:00 pm to 8:00 pm

8:30 pm

Rc1 PROGRAM                                  PYLON/SCALE/AEROBATICS

Day 5

Day 0 – Sunday 2nd January
Registration opens from midday. RC Pylon Racing action starts on 
Rc1. In the evening - mass Radian Launch plus other hilarious 
tasks, followed by welcoming “Burgers by Baldrick”, contestants 
meeting and general ‘mate I haven’t seen you since the last 
Nats!!” banter.

Day 1 – Monday 3rd January
Contest flying gets underway across all the fields early!!! In the 
evening, Aggy at the FF field – 8pm start. Don’t miss this one, if 
you have never seen it before, its quite a spectacle.

Day 2 – Tuesday 4th January
Scheduled competitions continue.
 

Day 3 – Wednesday 5th January
Scheduled days competition – sun burn setting in by now.
Check out Peanut and Indoor Scale in the Hall tonight

Day 4  - Thursday 6th January
Scheduled days competition-loys of action in the Hall. Hand 
Launch Glider followed by Hangar Rat. Lots of fun to be had here, 
build one and join in.

Day 5 – Friday 7th January
Hang in there .. Final day !!! Scheduled competitions till 3pm
Main Prize giving and Banquet dinner from approx. 6.30pm

Day 6 – Saturday 8th January  
Travel home safely, and get some rest, you will need it !! Maybe 
consider taking another week off to recover.

Main
Prize Giving

Banquet

Midday cut over times are not exact. This is a shared transition time. Be prepared for the previous event finishing 
early if its their last slot Eg Scale day 3

Note:

Len has stepped out the driver’s seat for the 2022 
Nationals and the team of Kevin Botherway and Frazer 

Briggs will co-CD the event to be held in Carterton.  

But they need help to do this. 

They’re looking for volunteers to assist them in both 
administration and servicing of the flying fields.  If you can 

help, even if it’s for only a few hours, drop an line to the 
MFNZ Secretary (secretary@modelflyingnz.org)

MFNZ Nationals 2022 needs

YOU!!!YOU!!!
MFNZ Nationals 2022 needs
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The shirt features the cartoon kiwi modeller off to do some 
flying. Now these are not cheap shirts, only good quality 
stuff here and with a collar. You will have seen this style of 

Souvenir 74th Nationals Shirt

We thought how about doing a special one off Nats Shirt ? 
These are going to be awesome.

To make this work we need to pre sell at least 50 
shirts by the end of September so they can be 
made in time. Click the link and pre order yours 
now.

Nationals MFNZ 2022 Shirt Order Form (google.com)

Excellent quality

Printed design

Breathable material

70.00$
EACH

Here’s a list that celebrates folks that have put in the hard yards and attained the necessary skill and 
knowledge to successfully complete a MFNZ Wings Qualification since the June Model Flying World 
magazine. 

Peter Scott  North Shore M A C   Basic Power
James Black  Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc Basic Power
Luke James  Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc Basic Power
Rodger Griffin  Hibiscus Coast Radio Fliers  Basic Power
Dean Hill  Tauranga M A C (INC)  Large Model
James Dromgool South Canterbury MAC (INC) Basic Power
Ross Bagot  Tauranga M A C (INC)  Basic Power
William Corban Blenheim Model Aero Club  Basic Power
William Corban Blenheim Model Aero Club  Glider
Doug Stuart  Wairarapa M A C   Basic Power
Noel Fisher  Kapiti Aeromodellers Club (INC) Basic Power
Joshua Ryan  Rotorua M A C (INC)  Basic Power
Mike Coleman  Kapiti Aeromodellers Club (INC) Basic Power
Mark Boyes  Palmerston North Aeroneers (INC) Glider
Louie Labett  Wellington M A C (INC)  Basic Power
Alex Knight  North Shore M A C   Multi Rotor
Ken Rogers  Central Otago Model Fliers  Large Model
Allen Charteris New Plymouth M A C (INC)  Basic Power
Graeme Hoy  Wellington M A C (INC)  Basic Power

NameNameName Club Description

shirt before, and it's something that will last you 
for years to come.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdt0kTO9FmBIMBL1IVlvepkUHcnQMUvvOm_CCh98gpenBNcjQ/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0
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the

The interesting thing about aircraft development is the 
plethora of disparate designs that have appeared since it 
all began. Cars have 4 wheels (usually), a motor in front or 
back, and a box to house the passengers; boats have a 
pointed end and a blunt end, a bottom, two sides and a 
top. But compare those basically unalterable concepts to 
the wide variety of weird and wonderful aeroplane designs 
that have been dreamed up. One such is the Caproni 
Stipa.

The brain behind this aircraft was Italian Luigi Stipa, born 
in 1900. By the age of 20 he was qualified in three 
branches of engineering: aeronautical, hydraulic and civil. 
Working for the Italian Air Ministry he eventually became 
General Inspector of the Engineering Division of the 
Italian Air Force. Clearly he was not lacking intellectually, 
so how in the world did he come up with this amazing 
design? It is enlightening to consider the process of 
design, as well as the final outcome.

In the 1920’s Stipa’s study of hydraulic engineering and 
fluid dynamics led him to develop his theory on how to 
make an aircraft move through the air more efficiently. He 
believed that Bernoulli’s principle—a fluid velocity 
increases as the diameter of a tube it is passing through 
decreases—could apply to the air flow from a propeller by 
mounting it in a tube. He called this concept an “Intubed 
Propeller.” The propeller would be mounted at the front of 
the tube and its accelerated slipstream would exit the tube 
at high velocity. What made his design radical was that the 

Bruce Pickering

tube would be the entire fuselage, with 
fin and stabilizer attached at the rear and 
wings mounted midsection.

Stipa spent years studying the idea 
mathematically, eventually realizing that 
the tube’s inner surface needed to be 
shaped like an aerofoil to achieve 
greatest efficiency. He also determined 
the optimum shape and position of the 
propeller. After publishing his ideas in an 
aeronautical journal he requested that 
the Air Ministry build a proof of concept 
prototype. They in turn contracted the 
Caproni Aviation Corporation to build the 
prototype.

October 7, 1932 saw the first flight of this remarkable 
machine. The aircraft had no payload capacity, with room 
just for a pilot and passenger, who were perched in an 
enclosure mounted on top of the fuselage. In spite of its 
ungainly appearance this aircraft proved the concept of 
increased engine efficiency using the Intubed Propeller. 
Noticeable was the superior climb rate, stability and low 

landing speed compared to conventional aircraft. The 
drawback however, was the increased aerodynamic drag 
that negated most of the increased efficiency. At the end 
of tests it was determined not to proceed with the design 
because it offered no real increase in performance over 
conventionally designed aircraft.
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Jet, Scale & Sport PlanesJet, Scale & Sport PlanesJet, Scale & Sport Planes

For details contact Dave 
McLeans Island MAC
027 602 4302 

Food & drink 
Toilet facilities
Hot showers
Over night staying 

Food & drink 
Toilet facilities
Hot showers
Over night staying 

Let’s Get Ready To Rumble - Start Your Engines.Let’s Get Ready To Rumble - Start Your Engines.Let’s Get Ready To Rumble - Start Your Engines.Let’s Get Ready To Rumble - Start Your Engines.

On SiteOn Site

Entrance off Creyke Rd over the 
railway line
Entrance off Creyke Rd over the Entrance off Creyke Rd over the 
railway linerailway line
Entrance off Creyke Rd over the 
railway line

22nd, 23rd, 24th & 25th October 2021 22nd, 23rd, 24th & 25th October 2021 22nd, 23rd, 24th & 25th October 2021 22nd, 23rd, 24th & 25th October 2021 
DarfieldDarfieldDarfieldDarfieldDarfieldDarfield

Despite lack of interest in developing the 
Intubed Propeller design concept further the 
Italian government publicised Stipa’s idea as 
successful. In 1938 he patented the design in 
various countries and his work was published 
in Europe, England and United States. About 
that time France developed a multiengine 
Intubed Propeller aircraft from Stipa’s design, 
but it was cancelled before the first aircraft 
could be built. However, in 1934 fluid 
dynamicist Ludwig Kort adapted Stipa’s 
concept when he designed the Kort nozzle.

A Kort nozzle is a ducted propeller for ships. 
Kort nozzles can be significantly more efficient 
than unducted propellers at low speeds, 
producing greater thrust. For this reason they 
are often used on tugs, where they may be 
fixed, with directional control coming from a 
rudder set in the exiting water flow, or entirely 
pivoting, where their directional flow controls 
the vessel’s steering. But, as Stipa discovered 
the additional shrouding adds drag, and Kort 
n o z z l e s  l o s e  t h e i r  a d v a n t a g e  o v e r 
conventional propellers at about ten knots.

Stipa vehemently, but wrongly, believed that he 
deserved the credit for inventing the jet engine 
through his Intubed Propeller design. He also 
claimed that the pulse jet engine employed on 
the V-1 flying bomb violated his patent in 
Germany, in spite of the two designs not being 

even remotely related. Stipa died at the age of 92, embittered over 
never having received what he viewed as just recognition for 
inventing the jet engine. However, some experts today do agree that 
the modern turbofan engine has features similar to his Intubed 
Propeller concept.

So would the Caproni Stipa, variously called “Flying Barrel” and 
“Flying Tunnel,” make a good RC model? Well, the full sized one flew 
and seemed to be quite controllable, as shown in this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kB4-_OWz5qE. 

If you need to be further convinced, watch this video of an RC model 
in action: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-wzYDfUPVw then 
run and get pencil and paper! The 3-view will give you the start you 
need. It would not be without challenges, but perhaps it would be 
worth the effort—you could be fairly certain that you would own the 
only one in the country!
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Nick Ward

SHARKFACE
BUILD LOG

2.Wing components cut and pre-shaped to make up wing'kit'; LE/TE 
notched for ribs, 4 hard balsa spars, 3 hard balsa braces, ribs, tip 
pieces. Note, wing has an extra rib each panel, as tips are made from 
capping rib and triangular stock for tip-block. Span will be approx. 25” 
rather than 22” of the original

3.Assembly of wing panels.

Day 2. (22nd May 2020)
After a great morning’s flying at Kendall Park, the Sharkface 
build resumed.
 
 
 
 
 

I’ve always wanted to build an Eric Clutton Sharkface, 
and when RCM&E republished the plans in their 
March 2017 issue it seemed that finally the opportunity 
had arrived. However, too many other projects got in 
the way (not least 3 years of re-training for a new 
career) so the build article was stored away in a file. 

Fast forward to the Covid-19 lockdown of 2020, and 
my time was taken up with building the Ghost Rider. 
Just as I was getting ready to return to work, an 
accident with a table saw gave me a further few weeks 
sick leave. Having damaged my right hand index 
finger, I was limited to what I could do to fill the time. 
After assessing how much material I had available in 
various ‘scraps’/components boxes, I found I had 
enough to build a small model; with manual dexterity 
severely limited anyway, I wondered if it would be 
possible to complete the model in as short a time as 
possible, perhaps within the first week or so. 

Of the small models on my ‘to build’ list that were, I 
believed, capable of being finished with the resources 
and time available (Simplex 40, Sharkface, DB 
Apprentice glider, mini-Tyro) Sharkface stood out as 
probably being the quickest build, so here goes.

Day 1. (21st May 2020)

1.Cutting out ribs using sandwich method, then spar notches with 
razor saw and files.

4.End cap ribs and triangular stock tip blocks added and sanded to shape. 
Note the extra wing bay, taking the wingspan from 22” to 25” – I’m hoping this 
will slow Sharkface down a little and make it more ‘manageable’!

7.Slots cut and three hard balsa wing braces fitted.

5.Butt gluing panels together at correct dihedral, carefully aligning.

6.Setting the dihedral angle; the plan calls for ¾ ins under each tip rib (1½ ins 
total with one panel flat), but this wing has an extra rib each side, so the 
dihedral measurement was made under what would have been the outer rib 
originally.
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Day 3. (23rd May 2020)

8.Fuselage sides made from 3/32” sheet as that’s what was available (plan 
calls for 1/16”). However, changes to internal structure allow for the 
electric installation as well as minimising weight. Formers 2 and 5 made  
up from 3/8 x 1/8 strip, bottom and top 1/8 sq. longeron added, ½ x 1/8 wing 
seat, 1/8 sheet nose doubler grain vertical, ¼ x 1” TE stock F1 
reinforcement, F1 from two pieces 1/8 balsa-ply, with F1A 1/8 ply motor 
mount added later. Note there is no F3 or F4 from ¼ sheet, allowing 
installation of battery to be more flexible if necessary to achieve correct 
CG.

13.Front lower 1/32 ply sheet added after 
cutting out cooling holes. 

12.Rear upper fuselage cross grain 1/16th 
sheet added.

11.F1 glued and tail pulled in and glued after 
marking centres of all formers and aligning 
with centreline drawn on spare wood, to 
ensure symmetrical fuselage.

10.Second fuselage side glued to formers, checking matched sides are 
kept square while glue dries by weighting down flat.

9.Formers F2 and F5 glued to one fuselage side, carefully pinned ensuring 
at right angles with set square.

15.Tailplane and fin panels glued 
up and cut out. Note cross-grain 
anti-warp pieces .

14.L
ower r

ear f
usela

ge 1
/1

6th
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heet 

added, g
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ngth
wis

e. 

Day 4. (24th May 2020)
 1 6 . W i n g  c e n t r e 

section 1/32” sheet 
added, together with 
1/32”ply LE & TE 
reinforcement strips. 
This completes the 
wing assembly apart 
from covering.

17.Tape hinges 
added to control 
surfaces – this ‘old 
school’ method 
suits hinging of 
t h i n n e r  w o o d 
sizes.

18. 1/4”  Triangular 
stock added to base 
of fin for strength.
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20.The build after four days.

19. Nose hatch 
from 1/32” ply 
for battery/ESC  
access.

Day 5. (25th May 2020)
 

22. Wings covered with SIG 
Koverall, my ‘go to’ for 
wings these days. Apart 
from 2 coats of dope to seal 
the weave, just the tips were 
painted with thinned acrylic 
to minimise addit ional 
weight.

21.Fuselage, tailplane and fin covered in 
doped on tissue. I made the mistake of 
using some heavyweight tissue I had; 
lightweight tissue would have been 
sufficient, requiring less dope to fill, 
therefore adding less weight, an important 
consideration on a model  this size.

23. 1/4” wing mounting  
dowels added prior to 
painting the fuselage. 

Day 6. (26th May 2020)
 
 

 

24.After painting the 
fuselage, tailplane 
glued on, checking 
for squareness. 

25.Fin glued on, 
again checking for 
squareness .

Day 7. (27th May 2020)
 

29.Spruce servo bearers cut to 
size, pilot drilled first and then  
rear  one glued in;  Servos 
mounted to ensure good fit, then 
second bearer glued – note 
centre notch to ease removal.

27.1/16” ply rear underfin 
added to protect elevator 

26. 1/2A control horns added

on landings – no undercarriage in use!

28.Motor mount drilled. Motor/prop 
bolted on

Day 8. (28th May 2020)
  30 . (be low)Recyc led 
carbon stiffened wire 
p u s h r o d s  f r o m  o l d 
foamie cut and fitted.

31.(Below)Velcro mount epoxied in for RX. At 
this point battery position confirmed by adding 
wings, moving fore and aft on wing mount to 
check for CG position. Velcro battery retaining 
straps epoxied in just behind F2, ply plate 
added, to retain wing position at rear of mount, 
then painted.  E S C ended up in nose 
compartment, also held by Velcro strap.



33.Final pics before the maiden 
flight(s). Initial tests indicated some 
down elevator trim was required.
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Day 9. (29th May 2020)
MAIDEN DAY!

32.Final weigh-in; 11.8oz complete with 
battery, gives wing loading of 14 ½ 
oz/sq.ft. Original’s recommended 
flying weight was 15oz.

MAIDEN FLIGHT(S) & FINAL SPECS. 
After the initial flight indicated down trim and a little right 
rudder were required, this was added mechanically by 
turns on the control horn clevises.

Two flights were then completed, one of 8 mins, the other 
of 10mins duration. Having kept the weight as low as 
possible and extended the wings just slightly to 25”, the 
Sharkface will loop, roll (almost axially!!) etc and yet will 
slow right down for a placed landing in front of you.

Then home to congratulate myself and paint the final 
touches on the model.

 
The final specs ended up as follows;
Span:  just under 25”
Weight:  11.8ozs including battery
Wing loading: 14 ½ ozs/sq.ft.
Motor/prop: EMAX CF2812 1534kv turning a  6x3” 
ESC:  Turnigy Plush 12A
Battery : Turnigy 800mAh 3s (8-10 mins flying, 

leaving 30%/11.3V)
RX:  Spektrum AR400 4ch
Servos: 2 off GWS 10g HP Naro Std. 1.2kgcm 

@4.8v

To quote Sean Garrity from RCM&E, 
“Honestly, if you don’t enjoy flying this model it’s maybe 
time to consider taking up another hobby.”

I couldn't agree more – it's an absolute blast to fly!! 
Recommended.  

Nick Ward
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Around 14 years ago my two sons gave me a 
small coaxial RC helicopter for Xmas.

Within weeks I had a wee Honey Bee CCPM heli, but 
soon after and like many other enthusiasts, I bought my 
first ‘real’ heli, an Align 550E. This was my first serious 
build and the start of a long learning curve of optimum 
parts selection, understanding the often complex 
electronic issues, and the all-important TX settings.

But it wasn’t long before my eyes were diverted from ‘pod-
n-boom’ go-fast helis to the more docile and nicer looking 
scale birds. Tony Parkinson’s scratch built BK-117 on 
display at my club, the NSMAC, was the turning point for 
me and the passion stepped up several notches that day.

Because I had experience with Align mechanics it was a 
no-brainer to use the slightly larger Align 600 mechanics 
for my first build, a copy of CC-CXX, a Chilean fire-fighting 
AS350 B3 (Squirrel) that I was attracted to by its striking 
colours. How was I to know that a few years later this heli 
would have a unique ‘story of life’ livery added and then be 
shipped to Christchurch by owner/pilot Ben Walker, 
registered as ZK-ITM, and used for rubble recovery from 
the Port Hills following the earthquake there. Forward a 
few more years and she is now based between QT and 
Kinlock where she is used for lifting and firefighting as 
shown in one photo here. My scale is based on an 
unpainted Funkey fuselage, has a 3-blade Starflex rotor 
head swinging 600mm Helitec AS blades pushed by an 
Egodrift 370kV outrunner motor, 12s main drive powered 
and with a BD AXON gyro.

The next build was a Hughes 500E 600 size using very 
similar Align mechanics to the previous AS350, also 
based on an unpainted Funkey fuselage but with my 
personally designed livery based on a Lamborghini 
Arancio Argos multi-layer metallic finish that changes 
colour with sun and the angle viewed. This girl has a five-
blade rotor head swinging 580mm Helitec AS blades 
pushed by a XNOVA 350kV outrunner motor, 12s main 
drive powered and with a BD AXON gyro.

I decided that my third build had to be different, and with a 
challenge of adding retractable undercarriage, the Bell 
222 caught my eye. Once again, the unpainted fuselage 
came from Funkey, but with the 222 having a very narrow 
beam, I chose to ‘stretch’ an Align 550 frame to 600 size 
and cut out the side frames to fit a larger diameter 850kV 
motor for a single 6s power source. It is impossible to fit 
two 6s batteries and maintain the all-important CG in this 
build. And then the fun part, the livery. In an earlier life I 
was an artist/visualiser and commercial artist. Some of 
my talents seem to have stayed with me, and I decided to 
make this an all-out kiwi livery based on calling this “KIWI 
TRIPS” with a kiwi tangled in a barb wire fence that flows 
down the side of the body. A closeup photo shows this. 
Lacquer finish is in pearl fine metallic. Because the Bell 
222 is a rather simple 2-blade design, I sourced a longer 
mainshaft, gave a (real) 5 degree forward tilt, and used a 
standard Align 600 rotor head, sandblasted it, and fitted 

For the      ofFor the      ofFor the      of

HELICOPTERSHELICOPTERSHELICOPTERS
Chris Ball



Align 700 pitch arms. The autorotation guide sits below 
the doghouse (as it does in all my builds) to make the 
scales more authentic looking. Main blades are 600mm 
Helitec AS and the gyro is a Spirit2.

So, with this completed, I though the next should also be a 
challenge, so I chose the Eurocopter EC145 that has a 45 
degree angle rear tail gearbox system. This build named 
“TUI” coincided with the ability to easily source scale 3D 
printed parts from NZ and around the world which I did. 
The most expensive were those only 2 km from my home 
but they were also the intricate (but dummy) sliding door 
rails. Others were made for me in Chile and Germany. 
Align 600 mechanics were chosen, as was a 4-blade rotor 
head that swings 600mm Helitec AS blades pushed by an 
XNOVA 350kV outrunner motor, 12s main drive powered 
and with a Spirit2 gyro. I chose to create a southern alps 
feel and designed stylised alps with a gold morning 
sunrise fading into Norton (motor bike) silver and then to a 
blue to denote the clear sky. All lacquer is metallic, and like 
all my builds, in 2-pack car lacquers and clearcoats.

And then to the last and latest. I always liked the rugged 
no nonsense raw look of the Alouette 11, the first real 
turbine to go into production in 1955. I chose the 
traditional livery of an SE 3130 ‘Armee de terre’ 1960 
model, S/N 1397 that is still flown by the owner/pilot in 
South Africa. I have replicated this as close as possible 
with the invaluable assistance of the owner Eugene. 
Unless you’re very talented at welding solid stainless 
steel rod, then like me, you need to source the basic 
lattice-work body and the main clear cockpit to begin. 
There are very few to chose from, but I got mine from 
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Vario in Germany. I also sourced their electric set of 
mechanics that, unlike my Align builds which are 
fixed gears, is belt driven from the geared motor 
pinion. The supplied landing gear is, to be honest, 
rubbish. It is neither to correct scale nor does it give 
the necessary structural integrity. So it was 
necessary to correctly design and have this 
fabricated and bolted together. Arguably the most 
testing of my brainpower was dealing with the rotor 
head, swash setup and the less than usual 4-servo 
cyclic. This is a 3-blade heli swinging 700mm 
Helitec AS blades pushed by an Egodrift 520kV 
outrunner motor, 12s main drive powered and with 
a BD AXON gyro. The scale (close copy of the real 
thing) cockpit and seats are presently being made 
in Slovakia. All my builds are fitted with full 
navigation lighting, and apart from the simple 
Alouette lights, these modules were kindly 
sequenced by a great advisor, tech guru and fellow 
club member, Allen James.

http://www.rcgf.co.nz
http://www.rcgf.co.nz
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Saturday 6th and Sunday 
7th June 2021, Queens 
Birthday weekend, the 
Whangarei MAC hosted the 
sale of the not insignificant 
collection of the late Rees 
Jones who sadly passed 
away on 6th September 
2018. 

SALE OF THE CENTURYSALE OF THE CENTURYSALE OF THE CENTURYSALE OF THE CENTURY
The re-homing of a life’s time collectionThe re-homing of a life’s time collectionThe re-homing of a life’s time collection

Daniel Walker

For those not familiar with Rees he was a long time 
member of our club and MFNZ, representing himself and 
NZ at National and International Freeflight and Control 
Line competitions. But his interest and participation did not 
end there. He maintained a strong interest and knowledge 
in ALL disciplines of the Sport/hobby as well as static 
modelling and full size aircraft.

Speaking on behalf of my generation, I consider us lucky 
to have known Rees in his later years, first meeting him in 
the late 80's at his 'Aviation and Enthusiasts' meetings he 
hosted in the Pathology Laboratory staff room in Rust 
Avenue. I credit these memories as the reason I actually 
quite like that 'hospital smell’. I remember him 
encouraging anyone with an interest in aviation in any way 
he could. Examples I remember are: countless 
photocopies from books and magazines on the subject 
you discussed with him the previous time you met, the 
supply of Ether for diesel and rubber strip for rubber 
powered models and his incredible generosity in loaning 
engines and hardware from his extensive collection 
allowing us to enter and compete in various events.

The concrete control line center circle we enjoy at our 
Portland site today was made possible by a generous 
donation by Rees. Everyone who knew him would also 
remember his incredible encyclopedic knowledge of his 
specialist subjects and his photographic memory. 
Combined with his extensive personal library he was the 
man to see when you needed the particular shade of blue 

of the August 1943 RNZAF roundel you intended to paint 
on the side of your F4U Corsair. As the source of all this 
information Rees played a significant role in turning us 
young up and comers from dreamers into National 
competitors.

Reminiscing about this recently it suddenly became clear 
to me why we did as well as we did. Back then, like 
everyone else, we didn't have the benefit of the Internet to 
aid our research therefore gathering detailed information 
was a time consuming exercise, taking up valuable 
building time. To everyone else this was a problem - but 
not to us - we already had Google, and his name was 
Rees.

Rees had many interests besides aviation. He was also a 
collector. Combining the two resulted in him accumulating 
a ‘number’ of items. Now, it goes without saying the Jones 
family loved Rees dearly and have lost a highly regarded 
husband, father and grandfather. A minor difference of 
opinion existed however about his collecting. 

Due to the immense enjoyment it gave him, especially in 
his later years, his obsession was tolerated, but with Rees 
gone, a collection of this size served no useful purpose at 
the Jones’s. With the exception of a few sentimental 
items, the rest had to go.
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Of course dumping it would be the simplest solution. That 
would quickly free up space in the house to renovate for a 
live-in carer for Rees’ wife Moira. But his collection is 
legendary amongst the modelling community and the 
local enthusiasts could not let that happen. Besides, if 
sold, it is likely the proceeds would go a long way towards 
paying for said care. 

Time for those who have benefited from Rees’ generosity 
in the past to give back. (I’m sure the dumping suggestion 
was only a joke, though I don’t remember much laughter).

The primary aim was to clear the property. A storage unit 
was hired and this was gradually filled with anything 
modelling related. Engines and accessories arrived 
unorganised in banana boxes while plastic kits were 
mainly in loose piles but later came in boxes from the 
garage. Magazines stayed put and were sorted on site. 
Our first job was to assemble some kind of order. We 
started by organising the boxes into categories: Diesels, 
Glows, Spark, Miniatures, Jets, Props, Wheels, etc and 
kits onto shelves: 1/72, 1/48, 1/32, Vacform….. We were 
at risk of being overwhelmed by the sheer volume of the 
collection. Now I might mention here that we were asked 
many times for a list of the items so people could see what 
was there. We had every intention to create such a list and 
did much research and cataloguing to achieve this. But as 
the weeks turned into months and months into years we 
began to feel like we were never going to get to the end. In 
fact almost three years since Rees’ passing and with the 
sale now well behind us, yet another engine has surfaced 
from the house. Add to this the massive variance in 
condition from mint, new in box through to
incomplete parts only, then add to these the box of 
unidentified, it all got too hard for the part time workforce. 
The other problem was if anyone did ask for something 
specific it would have to be found somewhere amongst 
the estimated 1500 to 2000 of its brethren.

As we sorted we discussed ideas on how to sell such an 
assortment of aeromodelling paraphernalia and as the 
extent of Rees’ collection became apparent we realised 
just how unique an opportunity this was for the 
Aeromodelling community in NZ. 

We discussed listing on-line to sell to the highest bidder 
and, in most cases, probably ship off shore. But the brief 
did not require maximum return. So it was decided to have 
a one off local sale. This would allow anyone to come 
along and view the collection, see engines and 
accessories they had only read about and have the 
opportunity to buy - hopefully keeping as much as 
possible in local circulation.  A date was set, a weekend in 
winter to avoid as many flying events as possible and work 
continued at pace to be ready.

Then Covid hit. The whole idea was put on ice and 
postponed for 12 months. In the absence of further 
lockdowns, Friday the fifth of June 2021 was set-up day. 
An early start to pick up the hired tables and start setting 
up the hall. We then headed across town to start empting 
the lock-up. When finished it was then time to load up the 
books and magazines from storage.

Top right: At the beginning, a relatively empty storage unit.
Top left: Kits beginning to stack up.
Above: Filling up but not full yet.

Random Sparkies 
and Miniatures.

Below: 
Jewelry display

Pulse jet anyone?
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Eftpos had been collected a few days before so a test 
could be done with time to sort out problems if necessary. 
All a bit of a blur now but finished up late that evening with 
the Portland hall filled with shelves of kits, fish bins full of 
books, boxes of magazines and tables ready to take the 
contents of around 30 banana boxes of engines.

I arrived Saturday morning around 6:30am to find Kim, 
Tawhai and Stu already emptying boxes onto the tables. 
Gradually more club members arrived to assist and soon it 
seemed opening time of 9:00am was upon us.

We never really knew what sort of numbers to expect, all 
this effort could be for little. However before 9am a sizable 
queue had formed containing a mixture of new and 
familiar faces, some having travelled sizable distances.

At 9am Ken welcomed the queue and opened the doors. 
From then till the end of the day was a steady stream of 
punters. I think most walked in and took a double take at 
what was laid out before them. Think a basketball court 
sized hall with four full length rows of trestle tables covered 
with boxed and/or bag engines, another row of books and 
magazines and a wall of shelved plastic kits. If this wasn’t 
enough for the senses then put it into perspective that it all 
came from a single suburban residence. 

The crew mingled amongst our guests while Stu and I 
looked after the checkout. There we got to catch up with a 
number of familiar faces as well as meet many new ones. 
A trend we noticed was most people carefully spent their 
budget and left happy with their purchases - only to return 
and blow it on a second (or third) round!  There were 
considered purchases on fairly priced goods, plenty of no 
brainers on real bargains as well as everything in 
between. 

In the meantime Michelle Webby hosted the BBQ keeping 
everyone well fed with hot food and beverages. 

While this was all happening the RC and CL fields were 
also available and being used for an assortment of flying 
activities by locals and visitors alike.

Don Robinson and Ken Taylor catch up on sale day

At the end of the day an assessment was made and a 
decision to discount the remaining stock for Sunday. Due 
to the relative remoteness of the location the engines 
were packed up and secured for the night.

Sunday began as a repeat of Saturday with the early 
setup of stock, though there was noticeably less than the 
day before. It was a miserable day weather wise and may 
have put off a few travellers. No queue at the door this 
time but a number from the day before had stayed the 
night and showed up for another round. A little social 
media marketing the night before also helped and it 
turned out to be another busy day turning over a similar 
amount of stock to Saturday.



Sunday concluded with the pack up of the hall before the next booking. Many hands from 
our local members had trestles and shelves dismantled and the remaining stock packed. It 
still required a number of van loads but was noticeably less than when we started.

As the dust settled we found there were still a number of loose ends to deal with. In the days 
following the sale we had a number of inquiries from folk who had either attended and 
regretted not purchasing (not buyers regret) or those who had not made the trip and wished 
they had. We did our best to satisfy every inquiry.

Still there remained considerable stock, the question was: do we have another sale? This 
idea was not met with overwhelming enthusiasm, most instead in favour of the original plan 
of on-line sales. As time went by however an alternative materialised and as I write this the 

Left: Catering Queen Michelle Webby.
Below:  Sunday afternoon pricing 
session, from left Tawhai Webby, Daniel 
Walker, Stuart Bell
and Kim Webby.

remainder of the engine and kit collection is the subject of 
offers from local interests.

In conclusion the whole process has been quite an 
experience and the sale turned into a memorable event. 
The Jones family has been sympathetic to the effort 
required to manage the distribution of the collection and 
grateful for the help. On behalf of the volunteers I am sure I 
can say it has been an honour to be involved in such a 
unique opportunity to give back the generosity shown by 
Rees and his family. 

The proceeds of the sale have gone towards the ongoing 
care of Rees’ wife Moira while the bulk of the collection has 
remained local. A win win in our, and we hope Rees’ book.

October 16th & 17th
114 Jaggers Rd, Waharoa

BBQ lunch
Prizes on the day
9am gates open 

Fly until dark
Camping available 

BBQ lunch
Prizes on the day
9am gates open 

Fly until dark
Camping available 
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CG

Electrical connections secure

Radio equipment is fully charged

Correct model on the Transmitter

Rates are set 

Range Check is conducted 

All flight controls checked 

ChecklistAlways Check then Double Check
DON'T ASSU

ME

How thorough are you when it comes to checking your 
model RC aircraft, which for most is a source of pride and 
joy? With the Summer months soon approaching, I 
thought that a reminder about what to check and the value 
of doing so might be timely as let’s face it, a model can 
represent a considerable investment particularly in the 
time spent building it and the cost involved. Yet it can all 
unravel right out in front in the space of just a few seconds 
which may have been totally preventable if the correct 
preparation and thoroughness had been carried out prior 
to flight. 

By way of introduction, I have had a career in aviation that 
began as an Air Force pilot and which ended recently as a 
B777 pilot with Air New Zealand and in that job we took 
nothing for granted where proper checklist discipline, 
aircraft preflight checks, preparation and so on were 
essential. But that same discipline should also be applied 
to a model aircraft which can be destroyed by even the 
smallest oversight. Have you for example ever connected 
your ailerons the wrong way around and then taken off 
which I have seen done. If so, have a think on that and as 
to how such an event occurred and rest assured, no one is 
immune but it is most important to trap those errors early 
on prior to flight.  So hopefully there may be some pointers 
here to think about and perhaps to try and ingrain some 
habit forming behaviours that may prevent a crash. 

Right now, it is winter and many may have built a new 
model, renovated one or have made changes such as 
adding a new engine to an existing frame. Whatever it 
might be, one thing that may have altered is the center of 
gravity (CG) position and it is essential that this be 
checked. Refer to the manufacturers handbook for its 
location and spend some time in getting it right. It is usually 
checked with a gas model totally complete but without 
fuel, or if electric with the battery in place. Get it right but 
certainly do not start with a tail heavy (aft CG) aircraft 
which can be a real handful, if not disastrous. Later on, you 
can then make small adjustments but begin with the 
recommended settings unless highly experienced. It is 
also a good idea here to also check your lateral balance to 
see if one side is heavier than the other and adjust as 
needed to make for a smoother flying machine. One 
additional thing to consider is balancing your propellor 
which is a little bit of a science but not too difficult and if you 
consult “You Tube” there are methods shown as to how to 
do this.

Another very worthwhile check is connections between 
servos. Many large aircraft now have long leads that run 
into detachable wings, cables running down the fuselage 
that lead to servos and have plugged connections which 
over time may work loose.  These need to be secured and 

one handy, cheap method is to use plastic servo 
connector lead locks that hold the connected plugs 
together and which can be easily removed later. These 
should be available from RC model shops or can be 
obtained via the internet and are particularly good when it 
comes to fitting on wings and then plugging in servos. 
How many actually do fit a lock over the servo plugs 
where they are connected within the fuselage to the 
receiver via a lead? I always do but its so easy to think that 
it’s only a couple of flights so “she’ll be right”, just plug the 
wing in and away we go. But, if a wing cable plug does 
work loose then that’s a model lost, so don’t assume, 
make that a habit and always fit a safety plug lock 
connector, examples of which are shown below. There 
are several alternative ways to lock plugs together and for 
those plug connections that are buried deep in wings or 
not often accessed you can use electrical shrink tubing or 
even electrical tape. Fishing line can be used to lock plugs 
together with a few loops and then by tying it off but 
always make sure that all of your electrical connections 
are indeed secure. It is very cheap insurance.

If the aircraft hasn’t had much use, before heading out to 
the field check all of the flight control surfaces for security. 
Give each a good hard pull and a wriggle to ensure that 
hinges etc have not worked loose as its far better to find 
any defects here before getting airborne. Glued in hinges 
can dry out and let go and plywood structural members 
may have been poorly glued and come loose…some CA 
glue here will fix that. Give your aircraft a good overall 
“maintenance inspection” and remedy any defects.   

Prior to leaving home, check that you have correctly setup 
the recommended rates and exponential settings for your 
model and take the time to particularly set the rates 
correctly with measurement tools. A ruler can usually 
suffice. Often you may have up to three or even more 
rates set via one switch, so know which switch it is that 
operates this function and if inexperienced use a low 
setting to start off with.

Does the model feature retracting landing gear? If so then 
give it a proper test as there’s nothing more frustrating 
than to arrive at the field only to find that it doesn’t work. 

It goes without saying but the lifeblood of the hobby 
revolves around electrics so absolutely ensure that your 
batteries both within the aircraft and your transmitter are 
both fully serviceable and fully charged. Consider this 
scenario: You’ve driven some distance to the field, got the 
aircraft ready and then realise that you have flown the 
week before a few times but have forgotten to recharge 
your LIPO batteries. You guess that there is enough 
charge left for a successful flight operation but is there? 
Tempting as it might be to launch, surely a better strategy 
is to pause, check the batteries with a meter and then fly. 
But, if there are any doubts, then don’t, and you may have 
just saved your model. “She’ll be right” has no place in the 
aviation world, large or small.

After all of this we arrive at the field with our model, (or 
even more than one) that are all fully charged, properly 
checked, correctly balanced and are ready to go. Let’s 
now talk about field checks prior to actually launching. We 
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will assume that you arrived with two aircraft which are put 
together and are almost ready. 

Switch on your radio and assuming it is a newer type, 
ensure that you do have the correct model selected. Next 
check your rate switch and make sure that you have it set 
to the desired rate amount if there are several settings 
dialled in. Expo should have set well prior to this stage. A 
Range Check is not as essential perhaps as it once was 
but radio manufacturers still quote a recommended 
procedure so it’s a good idea to do this at least once every 
now and again and more so if you are using older 
equipment. Also with older sets, frequency monitoring 
may be necessary to prevent interference. When 
powering up, transmitter first then the aircraft and the 
reverse when powering down.

Now comes one of the most vital things to do. As with a full 
sized aircraft conduct a very thorough preflight flight 
control check. This is where you will catch the case where 
perhaps you have inadvertently reversed the ailerons 
when plugging in the wings or something else is not 
working as it should. Incidentally are you certain what it is 
you are checking with respect to the ailerons? For a turn to 
the right, the right aileron will go up, in effect working as a 
spoiler so as to decrease lift and the left one moves down, 
in effect working as a flap by increasing wing camber and 
so lift. The reverse will occur when in a left turn. Lock that 
in so that you know exactly what it is you are looking for 
and never forget to do it. It is easy to get it wrong if you get 
rushed and then launch only to lose the aircraft and you 
certainly won’t have been the first to do so. Take the time 
to be thorough. As we used to say at work, check then 
double check and it is exactly the same deal with your little 
plane. Flight controls all work the same way so make sure 
that they operate correctly and if there are any doubts then 
don’t fly until you resolve it or any other issue.

If you are a new pilot, it can be daunting to arrive and find 
multiple aircraft in the flight pattern as indeed it can be for 
someone flying a $15,000 jet fighter model where a mid-
air could almost lead to a divorce! Perhaps wait until it’s a 
bit quieter and usually a club will have a list of approved 
instructors who can lead you along and assist. Seek those 
people out if you need help.

One further thing to consider with this hobby is safety. 
Particularly these days with large model aircraft equipped 
with gas engines 50cc and upward, in effect you have the 
equivalent of a motor mower engine swinging an 
unshrouded large propellor blade that can cause very 

serious harm.  Extreme care needs to be taken with such 
equipment such as keeping children and limbs well clear 
plus restraining them when conducting ground testing 
and so on. Do not stand close in and adjacent to the 
propellor arc in case a blade lets go, but ideally stay well 
behind it. Electrically powered models now are also 
similarly capable of great power by utilising high energy 
batteries and currents that if unchecked can react like an 
arc welder. Again, take the same appropriate precautions 
and always use common sense.  

Finally one thing I use is a written checklist. I have both a 
more comprehensive list to prevent forgetting gear, tools 
and so on plus a small one printed out that is strapped on 
top on the fuel tank of my 30cc extra which I refer to prior 
to flying. On it are references as to which switch controls 
the rates and settings, battery capacities as there are two, 
and so on. I also colour code the aileron leads, left and 
right plus they are also labelled to prevent an incorrect 
hookup and of course I also preflight them. 

In summary check:
CG is correct
Electrical connections are all secure
Equipment is fully serviceable and charged
Correct model when at the field has been selected on 
the Transmitter
Rates are set as desirable and also know which switch 
controls them
Range Check is conducted 
Most importantly, all flight controls are checked for 
proper and correct operation. Especially ailerons that 
are fitted to plug in wings!
If there are any doubts as to airworthiness then do not 
fly your aircraft until the problem is resolved. 
Always be very safety conscious. 

Examples of Servo plug lead Connector locks:
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What is a CORROWOT you are probably 
asking yourself ? Well it is a SPAD knock-off 
of the WOT4 from well known UK designer 
Chris Foss.

I own a Ripmax WOT4 Mk2 EP installed with 
the Electric option and have found this to be a 
great design so it is no surprise that I thought 
the WOT4 would be a great candidate for an 
adventure in S.P.A.D (Simple Plastic 
Airplane Design).

As with anything these days the journey started 
with a session with Mr Google. It wasn't very long 
before I had found suitable plans and had a copy 
down-loaded.

After closer inspection it was apparent that key 
dimensions were missing from these plans for the 
wing construction.

Back to the internet and a post to the SPAD group 
on RC Groups. I had some initial replies, however 
these were not very helpful. Some days later a 
reply arrived from a bloke in Australia who 
provided me with updated plans that he had also 
modified by extending the nose to make 
balancing with an electric motor easier. He also 
provided construction photos of his model.

Most SPAD wings are constructed with the 
“flutes” running cord wise on the wing and a single 
wooden spar but his construction method used 
ribs with a double 4mm coreflute spar and the 
flutes running spanwise.

I decided I would attempt the rib and coreflute 
spar build as this would allow the wing to be a bit 
larger and not constrained by the maximum sheet 
width when the flute run across the chord of the 
wing.

Building Materials
The plane is called CORRO.. WOT as the 
polypropylene fluted material is known by its trade 
name CorroPlast – hence the “Corro” part of the 
name. The majority of the plane is built from 3mm 
and 4mm corflute

Two internal formers are made from 6mm ply and 
the engine and landing gear mount is made from 
1.6mm aluminium sheet. 6mm square balsa was 
also used. (Building material costs for the 
Corrowot were about $80 -not including landing 
gear or motor mount as these were ex my junk 
box).

B u i l d i n g 
Adhesives
I knew from past 
experience that 
polypropylene is 
a  d i ffi c u l t 
material to bond 
so I decided to 
sort out what to 
u s e  a n d  t e s t 

samples before commencing the plane build. Most of the SPAD 
info available favours flashing the plastic surface with a butane 
flame and then using cyno adhesive for the bonding agent. For 
difficult areas most builders used ShoeGoo adhesive.

After testing I settled on the following: 
(1) 3M double sided adhesive tape (3M-300LSE from 

Aliexpress)
(2) Selleys All Plastic Fix (Uses a primer applied with a felt 

tipped pen and a cyno adhesive- I found any cyno would 
work with the primer. This was helpful because the primer 
lasts for ages but the cyno in the pack was never enough)

(3) ZAP GOO similar to Shoegoo but works better.

Loctite also make a liquid primer but I opted not to use this as it is 
rather a “nasty” product to handle requiring lots of ventilation 
around the work area.

I had successfully used a hot glue to make rat trap covers some 
years ago but have no idea what the brand of hot glue was. None 
of my recent trials using locally available hot glue brands worked 
well at all.

There are hot glue products available but the glue sticks wont fit 
normal hot glue guns and minimum order quantities are hundreds 
of dollars.

Building the Wing
My attempts to build the wing with ribs and corro spar went well 
until the final bonding of the top corro sheet. My first attempts 
using the 3M tape failed as there just was not sufficient surface 
areas on top of the ribs to get a good bond. I finally resorted to 
using ShoeGoo to bond to the ribs forgetting that this adhesive 
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The build went something like this:
• Cut the coreflute sheet to size (Top and bottom all 

one piece)
• Crease the sheet along the entire length of the 

leading edge
• Fold the sheet over on itself and apply weights 

(concrete paving blocks)
• Glue ailerons to the inside of the bottom wing sheet 

at the trailing edge
• Glue top wing sheet to top of ailerons
• Slide the 45mm cedar wing spar into position 

(primer applied before top side had been glued)
• Apply cyno adhesive at strategic points to spar and 

top and bottom inner wing surfaced (with great 
difficulty and lots of cyno !!!)

• Fit balsa end covers to wing.

Fuselage
The fuselage except for the top is cut in one piece from 
3mm corro. Areas from the trailing edge of the wing 
forward have 3mm side doublers-these were glued using 
primer and cyno. The two 6mm formers were bonded 
using 3m tape as was the aluminium motor mount.

Tail Feathers
The rudder is constructed from 4mm corro and the 
elevator from a a two piece sandwich of 3mm corro ( flutes 
spanwise and chord wise) All hinging was achieved by 
removing the bottom side of a flute. This gives a very 

would eat the foam material I had made the ribs from. That 
wing ended up in the plastic recycling !!!

The second attempt used the flutes running spanwise and 
was successful.

robust hinge. The completed tail feathers were bonded to 
the fuselage using ZAP GOO as this allows alignment to 
be made at leisure (I would use epoxy on balsa builds for 
this task but its not suitable for corro )

The wings are fixed using rubber bands over carbon fibre 
tube “dowels”

Adding some Colour
It is possible to paint corro but this needs special primers 
and nasty chemicals so I resorted to using packing tape 
(just like we used on foamy slope soarers). All suppliers 
locally were out of tape so this too was purchased at 
reasonable cost from Aliexpress.

To finish off, vinyl lettering was added to the wing and tail. I 
was able to use the Cricut machine at our local Makers 
Space at the library; it makes the job so easy .

Running Gear
The plane is powered with a 
Cobra 3525/14 brushless 
motor and uses a 60 Amp 
ESC. I am using a 13 x 6.5 
A P C  p rop  and  6  Ce l l 
2800mAh LiPo (43 Amps, 
3530 gms thrust- thrust 
efficiency 3.7gms / watt)

Flying
The plane handled well on 
the ground and flew well 
needing only a bit of up 
elevator trim. It is relatively 
fast having a shorter wing 
(1230mm vs 1330mm) than 
initially planned.

Final Thoughts
The final results of my 
SPAD adventure were quite 
pleasing and a second build 
of a similar model would 
take much less time having 
ironed out some of the 
construction techniques.

The final appearance of these models are rather 
agricultural compared to a typical balsa covered build but 
material wise they are much cheaper and most likely more 
rugged.

I was rather surprised to determine that the final model 
weight was comparable to the Ripmax WOT4 and in fact 
slightly lighter.

It will be interesting to see how these building materials 
and construction methods stand up to the rigours of flying.
If you are considering an adventure into SPAD a good 
starting place is this website:
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T h e r e  i s  a  w e a l t h  o f 
information on the web but we 
often get swamped with info. 
Many of us have developed 
our own methods of finding a 

ELECTRIC DRIVE SELECTION 
FOR FIXED WING MODEL AIRCRAFT 
(Ver:2021)

workable combination of Battery, Electric Speed 
Control, Motor and Prop for a particular aircraft.

If you don't want to go down the self selection path see 
your local supplier and talk to colleagues as there is a lot to
consider. The important thing is to be methodical, write 
down results and don't skip stages. Remember every 
change you make can effect the other components of a 
drive chain. ie: Don't increase prop size or battery cells 
without checking the motor and ESC can handle the 
increase in current and voltage.

Here is a 4 step method I have developed. It is not 
intended to be comprehensive but a helpful guide 
suitable for small to medium size fixed wing models.

You may find it confusing to start with but it will get easier 
each time you use it. If I have made any errors let me know
and if you prefer to modify steps please do so. 

To start with we need to know some basic electrical 
physics as there are critical issues that can arise along the 
way.
POWER is the electrical equivalent of Horse Power 
and is expressed in WATTS or KILOWATTS 
(1000Watts).
Mathematically 746Watts equals 1HP
CURRENT is the flow of electrons used to create 
POWER and is expressed in AMPERES (AMPS).
VOLTAGE(Volts) is the force that pushes the 
CURRENT.
VOLTS  multiplied by AMPS equals WATTS 
(POWER). (V x A = W)

By transposing this equation we can find any one of these 
values if we know the other two.
ie: WATTS divided by VOLTS equals AMPS and 
WATTS divided by AMPS equals VOLTS.

1/ CHOOSING A MOTOR
The first step with a new model aircraft is deciding how 
much power you would like it to have. This depends on the 
airframe and you can use common sense experience or 
go on the web and do complicated calculations based on 
the many variables. Obviously a glider will not require the 
power of a war bird or an aerobatic model.

As a rule of thumb I use 150 Watts per Kilogram of flying 
weight for a little power and 350 W/Kg for a lot. 250 
W/Kg is a good mid performance power level for small 
to medium airframes up to about 8kg.

Estimate the flying or take off weight(Mass) and be 
generous, this can be recalculated later when you have 
looked at some battery motor combinations and have a 
better idea of their weights.

Say we are powering a sport trainer and come up with 
about 2 Kg all up flying weight. Using the rule of thumb 
above we decide to go for mid range power, 
(250Watts/Kg). We will need a motor of 500Watts power 
or more. There is not usually much of a weight penalty for 
going a bit bigger. 

Unfortunately some suppliers don't show the full motor 
specs on their sites but it is important you obtain the 
max rated voltage(V) and current(A) of the motor. 
From this you can work out the max power using 
VxA=W as above.

If you are lucky they will give you the max motor power in 
the specs. For the purpose of motor calculations we can 
use round numbers as these values are not super critical 
under operating conditions.

Example; the motor specs say the motor is good for 
3S to 5S batteries (S=cell), ie: 12.6 to 21Volts max at 
4.2V/cell and a max current of 25A. Using our formula 
above, 21V x 25A = 525 Watts max motor power. 

I try to use a battery that gives full rated motor voltage as it 
reduces current and heat but this depends on the 
following.

Next we can consider motor RPM. Most motors have the 
RPM value on them and this is expressed in 'KV' (revs 
per volt). ie: 1000KV. Other numbers on motors like 3840 
refer to dimensions and can be ignored unless critical.

Common fixed wing model aircraft tend to run from about 
5000 to 15000 RPM depending on different factors like 
size and performance.

We will look at a mid range of about max 10,000 RPM, but 
this is generally not super critical. If we find a motor of say 
600KV, and a max spec of say 21Volts (5s) then this 
will give max revs of about 600 x 21 = 12,600RPM. 
Close enough. 

Remember, these are maximum values and may never 
be reached in practice and should not be exceeded 
unless you know what you are doing.

Other things we need to consider at this stage are motor 
size, mounting type, shaft size etc. Modern brushless 
motors come in two main types, Inrunners and 
Outrunners. Outrunners have the spinning rotor on the 
outside and are the most commonly used. Inrunners are 
good for tight spaces like gliders.

STEP
4
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It can take time too find the right combination but worth the 
effort.

So, we have found a 525W, 21V(5s), 25A, 600Kv motor, 
all maximum ratings that should not be exceeded, with 
suitable dimensions, mounting and shaft configuration.
 
2/ SELECTING AN ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL 
(ESC ).
Our selected motor can handle 25A at 21V max, so pick 
an ESC that can handle say 30 or 40A at 21V or more. 
As many ESC only give battery cell range ie: 3S-5S, and 
not max voltage, you will need to calculate the max voltage 
from this at 4.2V/cell (fully charged cell voltage). ie: 5S 
x 4.2V = 21V fully charged.

For all but larger aircraft choose an ESC with a built in 
Battery Eliminator Circuit (BEC). This saves having a 
separate Receiver (Rx) battery as the ESC powers the Rx 
and servos through the Rx output to the ESC.

3/ NOW FOR A BATTERY 
LiPo batteries are rated by Voltage (number of cells (S) x 
3.7V nominal or 4.2V fully charged), Amps(A) or 
milliamps(mA) per hour (mAh) and Discharge rate © 
Therefore a 5S battery has a nominal 18.5V, but it is 
important to know that as we charge LiPo's to 4.2V per cell 
the max voltage of a 5S is 21V and it drops off during 
discharge. 

For the purpose of our battery calculations we use this 
maximum value. So a 5S 4000mAh(4Ah) 30C battery 
will theoretically supply 4Amps for 1 hour at a starting 
voltage of 21V. Or a max of 30C (30 x 4A) for a very 
short period. 

In reality the discharge ( C ) rating should not be relied on 
as high discharge will invariably heat the battery, shorten 
life and damage chemistry. It doesn't pay to drive a 
battery too hard or run it down too low. LiPo's will die if 
a cell drops below 3V for long and they get hot if driven too 
hard. I tend to halve ( C ) ratings to be safe.

Select one that is close to but not above the maximum 
motor Voltage rating as this will help keep the current and 
heat down and reduce the wire and ESC size required.

In this case we will select a 5 cell (5S) battery which 
gives us our max of 21V. A 4s (16.8V) battery could be 
used but the lower voltage will reduce motor speed and 
increase currents. Be careful not to exceed the motor 
or ESC max Volts or Amps as the magic smoke may 
escape! 

We can now recheck the all up weight(Mass) and see if 
we are still around our chosen 250W/Kg.

4/ LAST IS THE PROP SELECTION
This is the most difficult stage to get right and there is a 
raft of technical information on prop selection, but the trial 
and error method below is a practical solution that works 
reasonably well with care, but does not always produce 
the ideal combination. 

Speed is likely the most critical factor when selecting 
a prop as different aircraft are designed for different 
speeds and prop pitch effects airspeed. Basically 
more pitch, more speed and you need to fly well above 
stall speed of the aircraft in normal flight. Most ARF 
manufacturers suggest a prop size or you can search 
online. 

gavinshute@gmail.com

http://www.rcgf.co.nz
http://www.rcgf.co.nz
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For our theoretical model we might bench test a 9070 
(9inch dia x 7inch pitch) and work from there. Both pitch 
and diameter will effect current draw so be careful. 

An important tool needed for this stage to prevent 
overloading the power train and motor is an in line AMP 
and WATT meter. These are available cheaply from 
hobby suppliers and often incorporate other features so 
are well worth buying.

Strap down your aircraft in a safe place and connect the 
Amp meter between the battery and ESC. (Red(+) and 
Black(-) wires). 

Start with a smallish test prop and slowly run it up to full 
power keeping a good eye on the AMP meter to ensure it 
does not exceed the motor max of 25A.

The aim here is to try different props until you have one 
you like that draws close to but not more than the max 25A 
at full throttle and therefore develops the full achievable 
power. Always use a fully charged battery for these 
tests.

Of course this prop may still not give best flight 
performance characteristics so you may need to try other 
combinations after flight tests. The important thing here 
is to recheck current draw with each prop used.

Notes:
As the battery we have selected is a 5S at max 21V and 
may drop off during flight to as low as 15V, our max 
achievable power will start around 500W and could drop 
to under 400W by flights end. This is why it pays to be 
generous with weight estimates in step 1 above so you 
are not disappointed with performance.

Remember, full power develops heat so your model 
should have good ventilation around the motor, ESC and 
Battery.

Don't wrap Batteries or ESC in foam. It does pay to install 
a shock cushion in front of the battery in case of sudden
deceleration. 

I always use a battery alarm or telemetry on all but the 
smallest models as this allows better utilisation of the 
battery and can save emergency landings. 

Hope this is helpful and any feed back on errors or 
omissions is welcome

Larry Phillips
lfgj@xtra.co.nz
Mob 0274724356
New Zealand

http://packsend.co.nz


Congratulations to Rene Redmond, who is been 
recognised for his lifetime achievements in 
aviation with a FAI Air Sports Award

New Zealand FAI representative, Liz King recently 
contacted MFNZ requesting potential nominations for the 
annual FAI Air Sport Award. 

First, a little history about the award. The FAI Air Sport 
Medal was established by FAI Council in 1991, the 100th 
anniversary of Lilienthal's first flights. The Medal may be 
awarded to individuals or groups for outstanding services 
in connection with air sport activities

Folks suggested that Rene Redmond would be a great 
candidate for this award.

Following is the citation that was sent to FAI headquarters 
in Lucerne Switzerland.

Rene Redmond started his career in aviation in the Royal 
New Zealand Airforce where he was an engineer. This 
must account for his enduring love for jet engines and in 
particular the A4 Skyhawk.

Following several years in the Airforce, he suffered an 
accident which left him in a wheelchair and resulted in the 
end of his Service career.

Undaunted by this setback, he established himself as 
shop owner, selling all things model aircraft. His premises 
in Palmerston North became a mecca for hobbyists 
seeking not only to buy items but to use the great depth of 
advice that was freely given. At the same location, he and 
Lew Woods established a new venture, Skycam UAV 
which developed the use of remote controlled aircraft for 

aerial surveillance work. These aircraft were successfully 
sold to the military and academia.  

He manages the authorisation, inspection and 
certification of approximately 400 large model aircraft 
owned by members of Model flying New Zealand and is 
the primary link with the CAA.

Rene is closely involved with the running of his local 
model aircraft club and his home workshop has a never 
ending stream of visitors seeking advice and help. He has 
retained his love of jet engines and has recently restored 
a full-sized jet engine which he delights in running in a test 
stand. He has taken this to shows and mesmerised a 
whole hosts of young people running the engine up within 
touching distance and made the magic of jet propulsion 
come to life.

Combine your New Zealand
summer holiday with a visit
to the Model Flying New Zealand

Carterton 
2nd Jan - 7th Jan 2022

2022 NATIONALS
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DB TINKERBELL BUILD LOG.
The original David Boddington Tinkerbell article was 
published in the March 1993 edition of RCM magazine. 
With a 23 ins. Wingspan, Cox .020 powered and a 
sprightly performance, it had all the hallmarks of a great 
‘backyard flier’.

During the Covid-19 lockdown, I was forced to do some 
model-flying from our back garden. I was delighted to find 
that the Sharkface, all 25” span of it, proved to be highly 
manoeuvrable and great fun to fly within the confines of 
our 1 acre property’s boundary.

With changes in my work circumstances, my wife pointed 
out that I might once again be struggling to visit the airfield 
as often as I might like, and it therefore would be prudent to 
build a few more of these smaller model designs; she 
seemed particularly keen on a small biplane design, as 
“…biplanes have more character…”. The two designs that 
stood out as being compact (ie under 30” span) were Vic 
Smeed’s Flipper 27 and DB’s Tinkerbell.

I already had both the Tinker (45”) and Tinker Major (54”) 
plans, and fully intended to build one of these in the future 
for glow power, so the half size Tinkerbell seemed a logical 
choice as a ‘trial’. However, when the plan was laid out to 
get a feel for how I might convert it to electric power, it 
quickly became evident that the 3s 800mAh Lipo packs I 
used for the Sharkface would be difficult to locate in the 
diminutive Tinkerbell fuselage, so the decision was made 
to scale up the plan by 133%, resulting in a span of approx. 
30”, ie suitable for Cox .049 power equivalent or similar. 
  
So with the size finalized, building commenced.
Day 1 (4 Sep. 2020)
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Tinkerbell
Nick Ward

Rib templates cut 
and W1 and W2 
ribs cut for upper 
and lower wings, 
sorted into two 
b l o c k s  a n d 
sanded to shape 
as per sandwich 
method.

Day 2 (5 Sep 2020)

Spars and LE/TE sheeting cut 
for wing panels; kit of parts 
made up for each panel.

 
 
Day 3 (6 Sep. 2020)

Laying out and gluing 

up first panel.

Pinning and clamping 

Leading edge sheeting 

while  PVA glue cures.

 

Wing tips then sanded to shape and panels butt glued 
with total dihedral of 2 ½” under one wing tip.

ndAfter repeating construction on 2  panel, wing tips added.
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Day 4 (7Sep.2020)
 
 
 

Butt glued wing panels checked 
against  p lan  –  found the 
dihedral slightly less than 
intended, but should be enough 
for stability – lower wings may 
have slightly more.

Dihedral brace slots cut with razor saw and braces glued/clamped in 
place.

Day 5 (8 Sep. 2020)
 

Day 6 (10 Sep. 2020)
 

LE, TE 1/32” ply wing band reinforcement added to wing.

Days 7-9 (11-13 Sep. 2020)
 

Laying out components of lower wing panels, before 
repeating all previous wing build steps.

Days 10-14 (14-19 Sep. 2020)
 

Completed wing frames, shorter lower and upper – note centre wing band 
reinforcement.

Days 15-17(20-22 Sep. 2020)
 
 
  

Fuselage sides made up as a matching pair, apart from slight difference in 
F1 position to create side thrust, with 1/32 ply doublers, 1/8 sq.bracings, 
gussets, 3/16 nose doublers  etc. 
Formers 1 – 3 made up. F1 drilled with air cooling holes and screw holes.

Days 18-19 (27-28 Sep. 2020)

Formers glued to RH fuselage 

side, ensuring squareness. NB 

F1 down-thrust and side-thrust 

built in.

LH fuselage side glued to 
formers – left overnight to 
cure.

R e a r  u p p e r / l o w e r 
fuselage cross-grain 
1/16 sheeting glued 
into place.

LE upper wing seat and nose block reinforcement 

glued into position.

'Windscreen' sheet 
added.

UC plates glued 
into place.
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Under  fusalage  sheeting .

1 / 1 6  p l y  n o s e 
former glued in 
place, then nose 
c a r v e d  a n d 
sanded to shape 
with battery hatch 
in place.

UC legs bent 
and cut to size 
from 1/8” piano 
w i r e .  1  3 / 4 ” 
l ight  we ight 
foam wheels 
secured with 
1/8” collets.

Day 21 (4 Oct.2020)
  

Day 20 (30 Sep.2020)
 
 

UC legs test fitted to 
fus.  Brass straps 
made up to secure to 
ply plate.

Tail group made up 
from 1/8” sheet . Anti-
warp strips inset in 
tailplane. Elevator and 
rudder attached with 
tape h inges.  Rear 
underfin  cut from 
3/32” lite-ply.

Days 22-31 (5-14 Oct. 2020)
 
   

Battery hatch 
from 1/32 ply 
sheet.

Rear 3/32” lite-ply under fin glued. Cooling 
air exit hole 1/32” ply reinforcement glued to 
forward underside fuselage  and hole cut 
out.

Fuselage and tail surfaces covered with doped on lightweight tissue after 
two initial coats to seal wood, sanding between coats. 3 more slightly 
thinned coats, sanding in between, finishes prior to acrylic painting. 
Wings covered with Sig Koverall, heat shrunk and filled with 3 thinned 
dope coats.

Completed airframe assembled prior to 
covering/finishing, just to get a 'feel' for 
size/looks!

After light sanding to key in paint, 'Electric Orange' acrylic applied, 
slightly thinned, lightly sanded after leaving overnight between coats 

ndbefore brushing on final 2  coat. This leaves a very durable finish. Black 
acrylic paint trim added before final assembly.
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Tailplane glued on using PVA; mating surfaces are 'pricked' with pin 
holes to allow glue to penetrate through to wood beneath covering. 
Care taken to ensure squareness by measuring wing tip to tail tips.

Tail fin glued with PVA using same 
'pinhole' technique to ensure secure joint. 
This method seems to work on small models with 
correct preparation and is lighter than using epoxy glue at the tail end, 
which saves a few grams nose weight.

Day 32 (17 Oct. 2020)
 

Day 33 (22 Dec. 2020)
 

 Day 34 (23 Dec. 2020)

Maiden flight day!
 

There were three test flights; 5 ½, 7 and 8 ½ mins each. 
Battery was down to 60%, 38% and 45% respectively and 
this was with fairly judicious use of power, which remained 
at about half-throttle for about 75% of the time, while I 
worked out how the little beastie handled. With these 
numbers as a guide, I’ll generally aim for around 8minutes 
flying time in future, which should allow a mix of ‘stooging’ 
and aerobatics. The first flight only required a few clicks of 
right and down trims to allow straight and level cruising 
‘hands-off’ at half throttle. On the whole, I was extremely 
satisfied with the performance, the ample wing area of 
nearly 2 sq. feet giving a low wing loading of only 10.64 
oz/sq.ft, which in turn allowed excellent low speed 
handling and manoeuvrability, perfect for ‘backyard’ 
flying.
 
 Final Specs.
Wingspan:    31” upper, 26ins lower
Chord:    4.75”
Wing area total:  270.75sq.” = 1.88sq.ft.
All up weight:   20oz
Wing Loading:   10.64oz/sq.ft.
Controls:   3-ch, Rud/Elev/Thro.
Battery:   Turnigy 800mAh 3cell
Motor:   Turnigy L2210-1400kv 210w (set-up 

only produces 100w-ish)
ESC:   Turnigy Plush 20Amp
RX:   Spectrum Ar410

Very pleasing overall result, and a great addition to my 
‘fleet’. As mentioned before, I may well build a ‘full-size’ 
Tinker or Tinker Major in the future, but possibly for glow 
power and 4channel operation; the design has heaps of 
character and is certainly another Boddo-Classic!

Hope you enjoyed reading about this build.

    Nick Ward 

After a considerable lay off 
from modelling  due to work 
commitments, I finally got 
around to making a concerted 
effort to finish Tinkerbell 
before Christmas arrived. A 
whole day was committed to 
fitting out, in between 'toy-
making for niece's child' 
chores! Tasks completed 

Assembled airframe prior to fitting out. Motor/7x3 
prop/ 20A ESC fitted and tested – produce around 
100Watts on Watt meter – more than Cox .049. 
Ample. 

included fitting of control horns (1/2A Dubro ones), pushrods (made from 
4.5mm dowel/wire and pre-used Dubro 'bits', bound with Kevlar thread 
and PVA), 9 gram servos which  were  'leftovers' I had lying around (one E-
Sky, one GWS), battery mounting plate with epoxied velcro straps for 
securing battery. AR410 RX also secured with Velcro. Radio system was 
run up and tested.
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www.hobbyhangar.nz

38A Pukete Road
Hamilton

Ph 07 8499-008
sales@hobbyhangar.nz 

fresh

shipment

just la
nded!!
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mbury
Mid Winter Thermal ThawMid Winter Thermal ThawMid Winter Thermal Thaw

A
Dave Cook

On 20 June Auckland Soar once again held its annual Mid-
Winter Thermal Thaw event. This event has been flown 
since 1984 but given the ever changing evolution of the 
gliders which we fly, the format has changed over the 
years. What used to originally be a Thermal A contest with 
full house gliders and winches has now shifted to electric 
gliders, primarily Radians inclusive of altimeter devices so 
no one gets to cheat on their launch altitude. This of course 
makes the event so much fairer unlike the days of winch 
launching when the differences in launch height could 
make or break the contest. However, regardless of which 
type of aircraft are flown, like all competitions the aim 
remains the same: to have fun. No seriously we’re all in it to 
win it !     

This year I was the only one venturing north from the 
Waikato to Ambury Farm Park in Mangere Bridge for the 
event. While there were others from out of town the 
majority of the competitors were the homebased Auckland 
Soar club member’s keen on keeping “their” trophy in their 
possession. 

For the 2m/Radian event launch height was either 200 
metres or 30 seconds whichever came first with a target 
flight time of seven minutes plus landing points. The closer 
to the centre of the tape the more points you got, simple.

The open event was similar in launch but with a ten minute 
target flight time.
With a reasonable breeze, overcast conditions and rain 
forecast to hit around midday there was little in the way of 
mucking around as we had no idea of how the weather was 
going to pan out. Luckily once the rain had passed through 
flying resumed with the conditions having improved 
considerably but by then we were all into the last round of 
the contest. The air up high was wonderfully smooth which 
helped many flyers achieve maximum flight times. A 
number of pilots were spotted having to lose height quickly 
to avoid losing time on the score sheet. 

Many thanks to the CD’s for the contest. Firstly to Chris 
Kaiser of Auckland Soar for looking after the scores and to 
end the event Aneil once again provided a wonderful BBQ 
lunch with what has now become the famous Thermal 
Thaw vegetable soup. Worth travelling to the event just for 
lunch alone. As always a great event.

P.S. The Thermal Thaw trophy was once again won by 
Auckland Soar flyer and all round nice guy Dave Larsen. 
Yours truly placed third (must try harder next year).

Ambury Farm Park with Mangere Mountain in the background
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South Island

FREE FLIGHT
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2021

With extreme weather and a year’s worth of rain in the 
preceding month, it was amazingly fortunate that 
Saturday morning, the first day of the South Island Free 
Flight Champs, dawned calm clear and frosty. We were 
treated to a simultaneous sunrise and moon set when we 
arrived at the CMAC flying field in Christchurch. One by 
one the fliers arrived from all around the country – 
Dunedin, Palmerston North, Hastings, Whangarei and 
locals from Canterbury. 

The wind direction allowed us to use the spacious and 
well-kept strip for the whole of Saturday. Early flights had 
little drift and soon gliders, rubber and power models were 
floating around. Paul Squires treated us to some amazing 
Wakefield and Coupe flights and Craig King showed us 
how an A2 can float around so magically in the early 
morning air. Paul and Craig battled out Open Combined 
with Craig trying for a no flight with RC dt but having a 
partial dt and receiving a flight of only 26 seconds. Paul 
maxed one flight and was close with the other two to take 
out the class.

Phil Corfield from Dunedin was flying an MP Jet powered 
hummingbird that had a perfect pattern. This was flown in 
Kennedy Precision, which is a favourite event in the South 
Island. Open to all free flight power models with an 
undercarriage and flown to a two-minute target, this is 
quite a hard  event judge accurately. Ultimately it was won 

Top to bottom:
MoonSet
Morning arrival
Cold and frosty



buy young William Long, 3rd generation aero modellers 
with Bill being his grandfather and Julius his dad, the 
builder of a very nice Simplex. Well done William!

One event that seems to be thriving in popularity is 
Catapult Glider. Everyone at the SI Champs flew in the 
combined hlg/clg glider class. It was fun all flying together 
and the camaraderie was very apparent. Paul took this 
event also with an excellent score well in excess of 300 
seconds. Craig was second with 298 which is often a 
winning tally.

P30 is also very well supported especially by the 
Cantabrians who are flying very consistently with John 
Beresford getting close to a perfect score and beating 
Paul by half a minute. Rob Wallace might have done better 
but unfortunately he suffered the meetings only fly-away 
on his first flight – lost OOS after more than 6 minutes.

Mid afternoon we moved to the Templeton Community 
Hall for some Indoor Hand Launch Glider and Hangar 
Rats. Rob was the only one to fly HLG and was getting 
some very respectable flights of just over 20 seconds. 
Templeton only has a 6m ceiling so these flights would 
equate to 26 second flights in NDC when normalised 
which is very respectable. 

Neville Robinson’s Hangar Rat was flying very well – 2-
minute flights pretty to watch. Bill Long showed us what an 
expert he is at indoor rubber with a couple of flights close 
to 3 minutes. Just reward for the large amount of work Bill 
and Kaye do to fly this seemingly simple but surprisingly 
challenging class.

Later that evening we all adjourned to a local restaurant for 
a meal. It was excellent food and great company. These 
events bring flyers together which in itself is a great reason 
for supporting them.

Sunday morning dawned cold and almost as calm as 
Saturday. The breeze soo came up with flying going on 
until around 11 when sadly, the Christchurch weather 
turned a bit Southerly and winter returned. A quick prize 
giving was held. Paul Squires taking top honours for the 
second year running and local legend Lynn Rodway 
second overall. William Long was top junior and excited to 
receive his certificates!

Top to bottom:
Julius Long's Simplex model.
Rob Wallace Open Rubber Duration model.
Bill Long with Marie P30 and Julius.
Rob Wallace's Coupe reconditioned by Graeme Lovejoy.
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Thanks have to go to the Longs, Bill 
Kaye and Julius for a flawlessly run 
competition blessed once again with 
excellent weather! The CMAC site is 
fantastic for free flight and must be one 
of the best sites in the country – thank 
you for its use

The relaxed atmosphere and friendly 
nature of the South Island Free Flight 
Champs makes this contest a must for 
July Next year too. I for one are keen to 
return!
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1. Rob Wallace launching Tube Stake, Open 
Rubber model.

2. Dave Jackson with CLG.
3. Connie Gray prepares to launch Lunchbox 

CLG.
4. Craig King with CLG.
5. Alan Knox with Kiwi 2 Glider.
6. Rob Wallace launching old style Coupe 

model.
7. Phil Corfield works on Aggy model.
8. Craig King and Lunchbox style CLG.
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1. Dave Jackson with Hangar Rat.
2. Bill Long and Hanger Rat.
3. Bill Long instructs Grandson how to launch Hangar Rat.
4. Dave Jackson and Neville Robinson discussing Hanger Rat. 
5. Kay Long preparing Hanger Rat.
6. Rob Wallace flying Indoor Hand Launch Glider.
7. Homemade indoor Rubber torque meter.
8. Neville Robinson’s Hanger Rat.
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Results

Champion of Champions

Indoor Hand Launch Glider (Best 2 of 10 flights)

Indoor Hanger Rat (Best 2 of 6 flights)

Hand, Tip & Catapult Launch Glider

1/2A Texaco Kennedy Precision

P30

Mini Combined

Open Combined

Top to bottom:
Julius Long's Simplex 
about to be launched.

Phil Corfield returning with 
CLG.

Kay Long with Hangar Rat.
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It’s been that time where we get into the shed, and do 
some building. Did you find some time to work on that new 
project for the coming season of Aerobatics ? As I write, 
we are all locked in, and you should be just about all out of 
those “Round To It” projects, or at least out of supplies. 
The RC Aerobatics Face Book page is showing plenty of 
model building / ARF assembly right now. The weather is 
on the improve and the days are getting longer. Its nearly 
Spring !!! If your model has been sitting in the shed for a 
while, before you go for that first flying session, take 20 
mins to pull the tank apart and check your clunk line. If its 
tygon, it might need replacing. That tip saved at least one 
guy this time last year who’s clunk line was rock solid. Not 
sure ? Just fly inverted for a bit, you will soon find out !!

New Sequences. Out with the old, and in with the new …. 
this time of year we look forward to getting out and 
learning a new schedule, or two. Pattern classes Masters 
and F3A, as of the 1st September 2021, roll over to the 
new A23 and P23. Refer to the FAI Sporting code for all 
the info on these, links can be found on the NZRCAA 
website. But what about IMAC ? As always, the new 
IMAC sequences come into effect on the 1st Jan every 
year. Due to the current climate, and the lack of events in 
the northern hemisphere last year, the 2020 sequences 
were rolled over to 2021. Usually around October, the new 
sequences for IMAC start coming out, so I expect soon we 
will see the new ones for 2022. Keep an eye on the mini-
iac.com website for those, and remember the 1st of Jan is 
the date they come into effect, which means the Nationals 
will be the first event for them to be flown. 

Season wrap up. We had a pretty busy calendar last 
summer, with the final events being a combined IMAC and 
Pattern weekend in late April in Norsewood, followed by a 
Classic Aerobatics Day at Waharoa in June. The 
Norsewood event was a good weekend, a bit cold at 

times, but soon remedied by the on field heating system 
we had chuffing away. Refer to the NZRCAA website for a 
full report. Congrats to young Sean Galloway who was 
awarded the Mike Johnson Memorial Trophy. 

Classic Aerobatics is continuing to gain momentum, 
and our first ever “Classic Only Day” at Waharoa in June 
was a success. It’s come a long way since the attempt to 
make it work a few nationals ago, and now we are able to 
hold an actual “Classic Only” comp. 10 guys, flying 100% 
classic models. To break the fliers up into two classes, we 
had to figure out a logical split that would work. One group 
needs to judge the others, and vice versa, to make it work. 
This is serious stuff, with actual certificates up for grabs. 
So we had the “Boomers” vs the “Seniors”. Do you own a 
camper van, a rental house, or maybe a pair of crocs ? 
Well then you are in the Boomers division !! That worked. 
And everyone else falls into Seniors groups. Right lets go 
fly. And for the newbies, these guys flew the slightly easier 

Above:
Sean Galloway awarded the Mike Johnson Memorial Trophy at 
Norsewood
Below:
All the guys flying Classic Aerobatics at Waharoa in June.
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“Clubman” sequence with their classic models, which is 
what we will be doing in future. Lots of fun, and lots of 
interest around Classic. They fly so well, and they look 
cool. More people are building classic models right now, 
and very soon we will see a few new ships test flown. I 
have heard of the following new models that have just 
been test flown, or are nearly ready to go: Tiporare, Mach 
1, Blue Angel, Dirty Birdy, Kwik Fli, Arrow. Oh wow, who 
has got a Blue Angel ? Classic will be very popular at the 
coming nats, so get your classic model sorted now, and 
keep an eye on the Calendar for Classic in the coming 
events. Which reminds me … we did a prize draw at 
Waharoa, for a Classic “Curare” Kit by Hangar one. Every 
event you flew at over the summer got you another ticket 
in the draw. And the winner was Cormac Galloway. 
Congrats Cormac, your Grandad Ewan will have you 
sanding away soon enough. Thanks to the sponsors that 
all helped provide this kit to try and promote Classic. 

The Nationals. Plans are in motion. The schedule is out. 
Get registered asap. This years Nats are 2nd Jan to 7th 
Jan. Get you time off booked now. “Oh but I just can’t get 
away from the family at that time of year”. Look I’ve tried to 
explain this system to a few guys, …. it’s pretty easy once 
you figure it out …. take the kids to the beach, do the 
camping thing, visit the in laws, DIY on your mums house 
etc, do it all from Boxing day through to New Years. Then 
off you go to the Nats on 2nd Jan, trust me, you’ve earned 
it !! But it’s so far away … seriously ? … take a look at the 
map of NZ, I think you will find it’s right in the middle. Tell an 
Ozzy how long it’s going to take you to drive to the nats, 
and they will just laugh. Right … see you there. Seems like 
a long time away, but it will come round faster than you 
think. 

Setup Tip time … running out of things to talk about, 
having just read the past few editions of the mag, I’ve 
covered off a lot of things. Send in your suggestions on 
topics that I can cover. 

I’ve been doing some building on a DA35 powered “Test 
Rig” Pattern model, that will hopefully provide an 
alternative setup option for those that like petrol setups. 
There are a couple of things that come to mind. Throttle 
setup and Travel Adjust, Throttle Curves & Trim step. Here 
we go ….

“Hey Bogan can you help me program a throttle curve on 
my transmitter ? My engine seems to have this massive 
dead spot past half throttle”. That’s usually how it starts. 
The first thing I do when handed someone’s transmitter, is 
take a peek at their throttle “ATV” setup (Aka “Travel 
Adjust”), and then usually I have a bit of a quiet laugh 
trying not to be too rude. “What’s so funny Bogan ?” Mate 
you don’t need a throttle curve, you need to set the throttle 
up properly mate, that’s what you need to do !! No joke, I 
saw one guy he had 150% ATV one way, and 0% the other 
way. Name not published, to save embarrassment, let’s 
just say it’s taking a lot of bribery to keep his name quiet. 
No wonder the engine acted weird. When I looked at the 
servo move, it would leap from idle to half throttle within 
one or two small clicks of throttle stick, and then slowly 
move to full bore from there. So, before you think you need 
a throttle curve to fix a problem, first take a look at your 

Top to bottom:
Cormac Galloway flew his Super 60 in Clubman, did some loops and rolls, 
got his name in the draw, and won a Curare Kit !!

Young Ruben Woods at Norsewood. Grandson of “Pinky”. Flew Clubman 
Aerobatics and Basic IMAC with his sport model. 

Derek Whelan with his Calypso in original “Hanno” colours.
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setup. Do you have some whacky ATV settings on the 
throttle to make things work ok ? Or are your low and high 
values balanced ? Are they miles away from 100% or not 
too bad ? Look at the actual mechanical setup first. When 
the throttle stick is at half throttle, just like a flying surface, 
try and get the servo arm perpendicular (90 degrees) to 
the push rod. Same at the carburetor end. Have you got a 
massive arm on the servo, and a tiny arm on the carb ?  I 
find that if they are matched in length, based on the carb 
arm, things usually work out about right for 100% of throw 
either direction. If you throttle ATV numbers are really low, 
your servo arm is way to big. Get that right first, and it will 
sort out a number of problems. The closer to 100% each 
way the better.

Throttle curve – after your setup is sorted, and you still 
find that not much happens between idle and half throttle, 
have a go at programming a small curve. Usually all you 
need to do is move the middle point down a little, and turn 
on the expo setting. The radio will do the rest for you. 
Dropping the centre by 10% to 20% will make quite a 
difference. Don’t go to big to start with. Put your model in 
some starting gates, make sure its secured well, and run 
the engine as you adjust the curve to try and get it a bit 
more linear. BTW - make sure the curve is turned “on” and 
working throughout all of your flight modes and rates. 

Trim Step – this is my favourite, when it comes to the 
throttle topic. Here’s how this usually goes …. Hey Bogan, 
would you like to have a fly of my (insert name of latest 
cool aerobatics plane, or warbird, here). Sure, yes please, 
just hand me the TX, wow this thing fly’s really well, thanks 
… ok the timer has gone off, better land … pull back the 
idle trim, beep beep beep, hmmm idle is still a bit fast, 
beep beep beep ….. on finals, still more beeping on the 
idle trim, oh wow we are coming in hot, still more beep 
beep beep, all while trying to land an un familiar model. 
And then “Voom” too fast to land, the plane fly’s right past, 
and I have to do a “go round” followed by more beeps, and 
bleeps !!!! Sound familiar ? Enter your friend, “Trim Step”. 
Your radio has it. It might not be called Trim Step 
depending on what brand of radio you own, but trust me, 
you have a function that fixes this for you, and it’s in there 
somewhere. If you can’t find it, RTFI !! 

Trim step allows you to adjust the amount of trim “beeps or 
clicks” required to move your control surfaces a certain 
distance. When its test fly time, it’s good to have these set 
so that one or two clicks gives you a decent amount of trim. 
This will make your test flight easier, especially if you need 
some urgent up trim. And then once you start to get the 
model dialed in after a few flights, you can back off the trim 
step, so that one or two clicks moves a tiny amount. Yeah 
yeah, this is not news to me, I already knew you could do 
that, you might say.  The problem is, by default, the trim 
step setting on the throttle is usually too fine. So when you 
come to land, you find yourself doing a lot of clicks on the 
throttle trim, instead of concentrating on the actual 
landing. Have a play with the trim step on the throttle, and 
you can fix this. I usually crank my throttle trim step right 
up, so that 1 or 2 clicks really makes a real difference when 
you listen to the engine idling. 2 clicks past “mid trim” is a 
fast idle. And when its time to land, one or two clicks back 
is just right for landings. As you taxi in, you might only need 

one or two more clicks back to set a super slow idle, and 
then the kill switch will stop the motor. Get it setup to make 
life easy at landing time, and you are ready to concentrate 
on the flying part. Try and get it the same on all you 
models, so you always know roughly how many clicks 
back are needed for the perfect landing setting. Now if 
you read this and think, well that’s a great tip, but actually I 
use a throttle “idle up” function in my transmitter to do the 
same thing, and its on a switch. I just click the switch and 
land. To that I say hats off you to mate, you have obviously 
figured it out already. Now help a club guy by showing him 
how to use the trim step, or the idle up function.

Coming Events – we have plenty coming up on the 
NZRCAA Calendar. Take a look at the website for more 
info. Here are a couple:

2nd & 3rd October Galatea Season opener
10th October  North Shore MAC
30th October   Hamilton MAC
20th November Classic at Awatoto
5th December  Regional events. 
   Norsewood down south, and JR  

Airsail up north.

Hangar One “Curare” prize draw won by Cormac Galloway. 
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2021
 Saturday 25th & Sunday 26th September  

(Nb. Daylight Savings starts on Sunday)
 

Saturday 6th & Sunday 7th November
 

Saturday 11th & Sunday 12th December
Christmas BBQ

 

2022
 2nd - 7th January  ~  Nationals   

Includes team trial for 
F3D/F3E 2022 Pylon World Championships 

and the Pylon SIG AGM 

Saturday 12th & Sunday 13th February
Waikato Champs | Alf Leong trophy 

 
Sunday 20th February 

Rain date for Waikato Champs 
 

Saturday 26th & Sunday 27th March
Kaikohe | Far North R/C Fliers

 
Saturday 30th April ~ TBC

Saturday 14th & Sunday 15th May
End of season BBQ

Nb: For competition held on Saturday/Sunday

Saturday/Sunday:  Saturday ~ Start 1pm 
Sunday ~ Start 9am | Finish 2pm

No Lunch break on Sunday.
One day events: Start 9am

All Classes ~ Q500 Sport, F3R, F3T, F3D + F3E will be 
flown at comps, pending entry numbers, so get your 

calendar out to mark these dates and start planning for 
the upcoming season.

Unless otherwise stated, comps will be flown at 
JR Airsail field, Pukekawa.

Enquiries:  Les King or Noeline Craighead.
Email:  nzpylonsig@hotmail.com

Ph. 0274-873 359

 PyZ loN n2  C2 a0 l2 e/ n1 d2 a0 r2

Time to dust off the winter grime and get your 
models ready for the new season, starting on 25 
September at JR Airsail field, Pukekawa.

SIG

Ron Stone with his new RAVEN Q500 Sport model.  

The RAVEN  is available in a short kit.
A great, easy to build model.
Enquires to Ross Craighead.  
Email. rncraighead@hotmail.com   or  Ph. 0274-873 359

Pylon Rocks !!
Remember
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It is with Sadness that we have lost a piece of New 
Zealand Free Flight History in the passing of John Moore 
Shepherd. John is the only New Zealand Freeflight World 
Champion. He was one of the Famous 5 in 1960 that were 
all declared the winners after the equivalent of a marathon 
of Maxes in F1C. RIP John.

Civil Aviation has tried to categorise Free Flight models 
along with Control Line models as Drones. The Sig and 
Individuals have put in Submissions to CAA and I thank 
everyone who has put in submissions on the subject. We 
wait with anticipation on their reply.
 
National Championship planning is well under way and 
the Freeflight program has been well discussed by the 
SIG to try and get the best outcome possible. It will never 
please everyone!

It is really important that NO DOGs are brought onto the 
Free Flight Field that are not the Farmer's dogs! No 
Exceptions!

We are looking at a SIGs Challenge in Aggregate and 
trying to work out the rules and logistics of that. 
Remember your helmet if you are competing!

An early Reminder to return all Trophies to Nationals 
Headquarters.

Early offers to run Free Flight events at the Nationals 
would be greatly appreciated. HINT!

Robert Wallace

It would be great to see new faces especially on the 
freeflight field. The dates are from 2nd January 2022 to 
7th January 2022 at Carterton so start planning now! I 
hear there has been a surge in interest in Indoor Hand 
Launch Glider and Hangar Rat. Good to hear!

NOTICE. The Free Flight SIG AGM will be held 
approximately 3.15pm at Carterton, Nats HQ, followed by 
a combined Prizegiving with the Vintage and Control Line 
SIGs at approximately 4pm on Friday 7th January 2022.

Recently there was an International “ Heave Ho “ Hand 
Launch, Catapult Launch and Tip Launch Glider, contest 
with none other than Paul Squires from Feilding being the 
winner in CLG! Congratulations Paul! I witnessed his 
partner Connie Gray giving him a run for his money at 
Kirwee!

The weather was looking doubtful initialy but after a 
decent morning frost, the South Island Free Flight 
Champiuonships were held at Kirwee and were again a 
success. A few North Islanders made the pilgrimage to 
the Champs and it was well worthwhile. Thanks to Bill and 
Kay Long, Julius and Amber Long and family for your 
Southern Hospitality along with Connie Gray who also 
assisted, for making it a great event. We shall return! 
Hopefully photos and a report somewhere in this 
magazine.

Len has stepped out the driver’s seat for the 2022 
Nationals and the team of Kevin Botherway and Frazer 

Briggs will co-CD the event to be held in Carterton.  

But they need help to do this. 

They’re looking for volunteers to assist them in both 
administration and servicing of the flying fields.  If you can 

help, even if it’s for only a few hours, drop an line to the 
MFNZ Secretary (secretary@modelflyingnz.org)

MFNZ Nationals 2022 needs

YOU!!!YOU!!!
MFNZ Nationals 2022 needs
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Recording Ofcer’s Report Allan 
Knox

NDC

Allan Knox, 
215 Southeld Drive, Lincoln, 7608. 
allan.j.knox@gmail.com. 021 747 950RESULTSNDC

Results to August 13th 2021

Records:  
We have had  two new records posted recently. 

Lucas Alford, a Junior from the New Plymouth club, set a 
fine Junior Record time of 4 minutes and 29 seconds for 
Indoor Hangar Rat Cat 2 while flying NDC. Really well 
done Lucas I hope it is the first of many.
 
John Shaw has always been a top RC glider flier. Based 
in Timaru, John regularly flies with the Christchurch club 
and also travels to events around the country and 
overseas including as part of the NZ team at World 
Champs. He is very tough to beat. Recently John set a 
new record of 2597, just 3 points short of perfect, for 
Thermal Class M, ALES 200 while flying the July NDC 
event. Well done John but then we would expect nothing 
less from you.

NDC continues to have record participation this year, well done folks.

Lucas Alford with his junior record holding Hangar Rat, well done Lucas.

John Shaw takes the ALES 200 Electric 
Sailplane record

 
Our sport has many and 
varied classes. Most are flown 
through the year in NDC. Not 
all need the latest mega dollar 
wonder machine from Eastern 
Europe. Some events  are 
really low tech and we can use 
quite basic sport models. 
Cases in point are Free Flight 
Kennedy Precision, Vintage 
Precision and Aggy. Many of 
the little Diesel powered sport 
models we grew up with are 
e n t i r e l y  s u i t a b l e .  T h e 
Christchurch club even has a 
popular precision class just for 
Vic Smeed’s great  l i t t le 
models.

 
The “lads” from CMAC with a collection of Vic Smeed’s finest 
used in FF Precision. Many of you will recognise the Mamselle, 
Madcap and of course the Tomboy. How about the other two 

VINTAGE    
125. FF Vintage Precision (May 21)
1 John Beresford Christchurch M A C Inc  258
2 Stew Morse Christchurch M A C Inc 256
3 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 228
127. FF Nostalgia Rubber (May 21) 
1 W Lightfoot Feilding Model Flying Circle  442
126. FF Vintage Power Duration (May 21) 
1 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 382
2 A. Koerbin Feilding Model Flying Circle 305
128. RC Vintage & Classical Scale Texaco (May 21)    
1 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 2451
2 Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  323
129. RC Vintage Open Texaco (May 21)    
1 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 1828
2 Sean McCurrie Christchurch M A C Inc 1572
130. FF Vintage Hand Launch Glider (Jun 21)    
1 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 157

131. FF Vintage Catapult Glider (Jun 21)    
1 P. Squires Feilding Model Flying Circle 308
2 R. Pilcher Feilding Model Flying Circle 307
3 Alan Reed New Plymouth M A C Inc 231
4 Rod Brown New Plymouth M A C Inc 228
5 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 219
6 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 194
7 Alec Fuller New Plymouth M A C Inc 172
8 Stew Morse Christchurch M A C Inc 153
132. FF Nostalgia Power Duration (Jun 21)    
1 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 227
134 . RC Vintage Precision (Jun 21)    
1 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc   800
2= Brett Robinson Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  799
2= Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  799
4 L King Far North R/C Fliers   600
5 Mark Larsen Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  596
6 Russell Nimmo Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  591
7 Stan Nicholas Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  589

 135. RC Vintage E Duration (Jun 21)    
1 Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1519
2 Stan Nicholas Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1441
3 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc  1364
4 Russell Nimmo Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  946
5 Brett Robinson Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  877
6 Mark Larsen Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  571
 137. RC Vintage & Classical Scale Texaco (Jul 21)    
1 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 1680
 138. RC Classical Precision (Jul 21)    
1 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc   599
2 Brett Robinson Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  596
3 Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  595
4 Stan Nicholas Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  592
5 Les King Far North R/C Fliers 200
 139. RC Sport Cabin IC Texaco (Jul 21)    
1 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 1427
2 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 452



 140. RC Sport Cabin E Texaco (Jul 21)    
1 Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1204
2 Brett Robinson Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 956
3 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc  909
 140. RC Vintage IC Duration (Aug 21)    
1 John Ryan Rotorua M A C Inc 535
 143. RC Vintage Precision (Aug 21)    
1 Dave Little Rotorua M A C Inc 440
FREE FLIGHT    
 226. Open Rubber (May 21)    
1 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 308
2= Stew Morse Christchurch M A C Inc 208
2= John Beresford Christchurch M A C Inc 208
 227. 1/2 A Power (May 21)   
1 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 120
 228. Kiwi Power (May 21)    
1 Rex Bain Hamilton MAC Inc 537
2 Bernard Scott Hamilton MAC Inc 342
3 Stew Morse Christchurch M A C Inc 117
4 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 107
 229. Open Glider (May 21)  
1 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 376
2 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 136
3 John Beresford Christchurch M A C Inc 42
 231. Coupe D'Hiver (May 21)    
1 Paul Squires Feilding Model Flying Circle 345
2 W Lightfoot Feilding Model Flying Circle 331
3 Graham Lovejoy Feilding Model Flying Circle 239
4 Stew Morse Christchurch M A C Inc 191
 232. Hangar Rat (Jun 21)    
1 Matthew Klenner New Plymouth M A C Inc 286
2 Allen Lawrence New Plymouth M A C Inc 279
3 Steve Blackman New Plymouth M A C Inc 269
4 Tony House New Plymouth M A C Inc 250
5 Lucas Alford New Plymouth M A C Inc 245
6 Jack Wheeler New Plymouth M A C Inc 237
7 Alec Fuller New Plymouth M A C Inc 236
8 Ken Agar New Plymouth M A C Inc 222
9 Dave Bull New Plymouth M A C Inc 208
10 Alan Reed New Plymouth M A C Inc 202
 233. Indoor Hand Lauch Glider (Jun 21)    
1= Allen Lawrence New Plymouth M A C Inc 36.9
1= Steve Blackman New Plymouth M A C Inc 36.9
3 Rod Brown New Plymouth M A C Inc 35.8
4 Harry Bolton New Plymouth M A C Inc 26.1
5 Alec Fuller 025 New Plymouth M A C Inc 22.5
 235. P30 (Jun 21)    
1 G. Lovejoy Feilding Model Flying Circle 360
2 A. Koerbin Feilding Model Flying Circle 339
3 W. Lightfoot Feilding Model Flying Circle 333
4 R. Wallace Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  297
5 C. Murphy Wellington M A C Inc 295
6 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 227
7 John Beresford Christchurch M A C Inc 204
8 Stew Morse Christchurch M A C Inc 117
 238. Open Glider (Jul 21)    
1 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc 323
2 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 255
 240. Catapult Launched Glider (Aug 21)    
1 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 230
 SOARING    
 413. Thermal Class D (F500) May 21    
1 Dave Griffin Christchurch M A C Inc 1491
2 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 1486
3 Ian Harvey Christchurch M A C Inc 1471
4 Keith Elliott Christchurch M A C Inc 1427
 414. Thermal Class B (May 21)    
1 Dave Griffin Christchurch M A C Inc 558
2 Ian Harvey Christchurch M A C Inc 552
3 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 542
4 Keith Elliott Christchurch M A C Inc 330
 415. ALES 123 Class N (May 21)    
1= Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1230
1= kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1230
1= Joe Wurts Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1230
4 Dave Griffin Christchurch M A C Inc 1227

5 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 1226
6 David Ackery Aucklandsoar 1194
7 Phil Elvy Marlborough Associated Modellers    

Inc  1113
8 Rex Ashwell Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc   1087
9 Peter France Christchurch M A C Inc 1074
11 Ken Duffell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1066
12 Garry Morgan Marlborough Associated Modellers  

Inc  1064
13 Ian Harvey Christchurch M A C Inc 1033
15 Carl McMillan Marlborough Associated Modellers  

Inc  1018
17 Anton Nikolof Kaiapoi M A C Inc 1011
18 Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  947
19 Barry Kerr Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  934
20 Phil Sparrow Marlborough Associated Modellers  

Inc  770
21 Peter Smith Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc  731
416. ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7) Jun 21    
1 Dave Griffin Christchurch M A C Inc  2577
2 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc  2536
3 Joe Wurts Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 2349
4 Keith Elliott Christchurch M A C Inc  2338
5 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 2330
6 Ian Harvey Christchurch M A C Inc  2314
7 Rex Ashwell Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc   2024
8 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1989
9 Phil Elvy Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc   1977
10 David Ackery Auckland Free Flight Club  1666
 417 "F3K Tasks B,D,G,H  (total raw scores)" Jun 21    
1 Joe Wurts Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1753
2 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1686
3 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1468
 418. ALES Radian Class P (Jun 21)    
1 Carl McMillan Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc   1406
2 Garry Morgan Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc   1402
3 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc  1400
4= Dave Griffin Christchurch M A C Inc  1381
4= Ian Harvey Christchurch M A C Inc  1381
6 Dave Wilkins North Shore M A C  1353
7 Phil Elvy Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc   1316
8 Rex Ashwell Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc   1311
9= Steve Domigan North Shore M A C  1261
9= Roger Gibbs North Shore M A C  1261
11=Keith Elliott Christchurch M A C Inc  1240
11=Richard Fallas North Shore M A C  1240
13 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1232
14 Ernst Klein North Shore M A C 1230
15 Phil Sparrow Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc   1211
17 Peter Smith Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc  1201
18 Joe Wurts Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  1145
19 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  1103
20 J Aickin Far North R/C Fliers  1075
21 L King Far North R/C Fliers  1054
22 Raven Koertzen North Shore M A C  911
23 Robert Berger North Shore M A C  697
 419. Thermal H (2 Metre Glider) Jul 21    
1 Ian Harvey Christchurch M A C Inc 1404
2 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 1324
3 Keith Elliott Christchurch M A C Inc 956
 420. Thermal A (Open) Jul 21    
1 Joe Wurts Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc   1374
2 John Shaw Christchurch M A C Inc  1373
3 Ian Harvey Christchurch M A C Inc  1344
4 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C (INC)  1343
5 Keith Elliott Christchurch M A C (INC)  1238

6 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  912
7 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  909
 421. FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores) Jul 21    
1 Joe Wurts Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 2489
2 John Shaw Christchurch M A C Inc          2223.5
3 Ian Harvey Christchurch M A C Inc  2141
4 Kevin Campbell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  2044
5 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  2015
6 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  2001
7 Garry Morgan Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc                          1973.5
8 Anton Nikolof Kaiapoi M A C Inc 1934
9 Ken McMillan Christchurch M A C Inc          1830.5
10 Phil Elvy Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc  1805
11 Peter France Christchurch M A C Inc 1758
12 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 1737
13 Carl McMillan Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc  1721
14 Rex Ashwell Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc  1465
15 Keith Elliott Christchurch M A C Inc          1229.5
16 Phil Sparrow Marlborough Associated Modellers 

Inc   1142
 422. ALES 123 Class N (Jul 21)    
1 Joe Wurts Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1229
2 Ken McMillan Christchurch M A C Inc 1186
3 Kevin Campbell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1163
4 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1146
5 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1117
6 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc 1034
7 Ian Harvey Christchurch M A C Inc 1023
8 Derek Whelan Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  954
9 Stan Nicholas Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  897
10 Peter France Christchurch M A C Inc  864
11 Barrie Russell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  848
12 Anton Nikolof Kaiapoi M A C Inc  795
13 Keith Elliott Christchurch M A C Inc  732
14=Brett Robinson Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  575
14=Barry Kerr Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  575
 423. Thermal B (10 min) Aug 21    
1 Joe Wurts Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  559
2 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  556
3 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  555
 424. X5J Unlimited Class O (Aug 21)    
1 Joe Wurts Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  2565
2 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  2489
3 Dave Griffon Christchurch M A C Inc  2460
4 Allan Knox Christchurch M A C Inc  2440
5 Ian Harvey Christchurch M A C Inc  2433
6 Keith Elliott Christchurch M A C Inc  2342
7 Ken McMillan Christchurch M A C Inc  2169
8 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc  2094
 PYLON RACING    
 508. FAI F3T (May 21)    
1 L King Far North R/C Fliers 367
 509. FAI F3R (May 21)    
1 G Mercer Hamilton MAC Inc 361
2 L Crook New Plymouth M A C Inc 472
3 R Craighead Tuakau MAC 491
4 A Wright Highbrook Aero Modellers Inc 710
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67. Northern Helicopter Modellers 
Club
Ray McIntosh
PO Box 125168
St Heliers
AUCKLAND 1740
021 606 659
nhmcinfo1985@gmail.com

98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics 
Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379
tony@titanenergy.co.nz

27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club 
(Inc)
Jamie McCullough
021 272 8656 
jamiemccullough9@gmail.com 

32. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Donald Selbie
90 Max Smith Drive
P.O. Box 181
TWIZEL
027 435 5516

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066  
mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz

87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121 
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577  
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz

30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Bruce Withell 
withellbruce@gmail.com

66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260 
rsloan@xtra.co.nz

31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers 
Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221 
ronw82@outlook.com  

54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643  
wardharber@xtra.co.nz

34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND
mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz

42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz

37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Andy Watson
027 485 6553  
top.place@xtra.co.nz

64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014  
airsailmac@airsail.co.nz

3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207  
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz

79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Mike Bron 
mbron@xtra.co.nz
www.amf.org.nz

48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway, 
Kakanui R.D.4 
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429  
fly.kakanui@gmail.com

4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022 
09 636 8439  
amacsecretary@outlook.com

77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank 
AUCKLAND 1072
09 528 3720  ted@pl.net 

35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199  mherdz@xtra.co.nz
http:/www.bmac.org.nz

49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749 
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com

8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Stephen Grainger
027 278 8765
di_steve@xtra.co.nz

82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury 
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452   jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz

2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue  
ALEXANDRA 
03 448 6919  avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz

9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041 
03 348 8206  harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club 
Inc
Peter Hewson, 
307 Avonhead Rd,  Avonhead, 
CHRISTCHURCH 8042. 
03 358 4022  jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169  kiwikanfli@xtra.co.nz

 12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241   spencejs10@gmail.com

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233
PAIHIA
021 943 651 alanwalkerboi@gmail.com

38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007   desr2727@gmail.com

13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE 
06 868 4706  pandrg@xtra.co.nz  

14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road, No 6 RD
GORE 
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz 

15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson 
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889   alan48linda47@gmail.com

17. Hawera M.A.C. 
Peter Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514  
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com

36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180
Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298  info@ham.org.nz   

40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - 
Southland M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556  l-j@xtra.co.nz

19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Ross Pepper
29 Sovereign Boulevard
KAIAPOI 7630
021 244 7668  
rdpepper29@gmail.com
www.kmac.nz

96. Kaipara Flats Model Flyers
Mike Andrews
26 Rawhiti Place, Snells Beach
Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0920
09 425 6896  mike@mikeandrews.co.nz

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road, RD 1 
AWANUI
021 047 6314   bieribeach@gmail.com

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633  paul.buckrell@gmail.com

20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230 
09 407 8959  mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz

21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Peter Finn
027 437 2823
levinmodelclub@gmail.com

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers 
Inc 
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716  
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317  
tierrich@gmail.com

66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Gary Sarginson
07 8662877
gnjsarg@xtra.co.nz

72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099   
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz

18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brett Robinson
4/209 McLeod Street, Camberley
HASTINGS 4120
06 876 4605 
brettrob@orcon.net.nz

24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Andrew Reeve
22 Brook Street
NELSON 7010
022 671 7200 
nmacsecretary@outlook.com

25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Steve Blackman
027 481 2575 
shb@xtra.co.nz

91. New Zealand Jet Modellers 
Association (Inc.)
Rene Redmond
311 Newbury Line, Rd8
PALMERSTON NORTH 4478
021 245 2729   secretary@nzjma.com

29. NOCLASS  M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com

26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Robert Berger
51A Hibiscus Coast Highway
Silverdale  AUCKLAND 0932
021 969 159   
nsmac.team@gmail.com
www.nsmac.org.nz
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80. Rural Flying Corps
Doug Palmer
314 Racecourse Road
AMBERLEY 7482
027 213 9071 or 03 314 8988

84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4  ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158  
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz

62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
c/-Graeme Dellow 
33 Harper Street, Parkside 
TIMARU 
027 684 5832
 gndellow@xtra.co.nz 

39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431 
graham.rose@langley.co.nz

94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.f.barker@gmail.com

68. Warkworth Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
021 725 876   
somerset11@outlook.com

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213 
stu.goodare@gmail.com

43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz

44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott 
41 Acornia Close 
TAURANGA 3112 
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407   
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz

76. The Whangarei Blue Goose 
Flying Group
Ken Green
09 435 0989 
greensacres@xtra.co.nz

50. Thames Blackfeet Flyers
Ian Palmer
42A/441 Whangaparaoa Road
Stanmore Bay
AUCKLAND 0932
09 428 6994 
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz

88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033   
dbsq17@gmail.com

why
not give 

it a go this
year

For Sale

NDC
why
not give 

it a go this
year

CLASSIC PATTERN SHIP "CHALLENGER". Balsa/ply 
construction with foam cored wing, film covered, never flown, 3.5kg 
all up weight, fixed u/c. Fitted with O.S.61VF and pipe run in only. 
Will split if required. Offers.

Clive Burgess
alfacenturi100@gmail.com
0276068867

93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox, 
52 Siena Place, 
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692 
(03) 310 6628

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
027 836 0423   
gtec1963@gmail.com

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810 
06 370 4693   
henderson.ihug@gmail.com

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club 
(Inc)
Brent Holt
87C Putiki Drive
Putiki
WANGANUI 4500
027 220 3846  
brent.holt@xtra.co.nz 

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299 
secretary@wmac.org.nz  

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider 
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville 
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365 

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962  
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz

70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
John Laker
21 Riverside Place 
KATIKATI 3121
07 549 0043 
john.laker.clear@gmail.com

58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676  
keithryman@outlook.com

59. Whakatane Model Aircraft Club
Phillip Davies
33 Ohiwi Parade 
Ohope Beach
WHAKATANE 3121
021 305 223   
daviespj00@yahoo.com

60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55 
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333 
gramain@xtra.co.nz   

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

CLASSIFIEDS

Len has stepped out the driver’s seat for 
the 2022 Nationals and the team of 
Kevin Botherway & Frazer Briggs 

will co-CD the event to be held in Carterton.  

But they need help to do this. 

They’re looking for volunteers to assist them in 
both administration and servicing of the flying 

fields.  If you can help, even if it’s for only a few 
hours, drop an line to the MFNZ Secretary 

(secretary@modelflyingnz.org)

MFNZ Nationals 2022 needs

YOU!!!YOU!!!
MFNZ Nationals 2022 needs
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NORTHLAND AUCKLAND

AUCKLAND

R/C Aircraft Specialists
PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI

Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz

Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,

Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!

Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products Suppliers of all Airsail products

299 Native Road  Pukekawa 2696

Auckland

Ph: 09 233 4014

theteam@airsail.co.nz

New Zealand Sales Agent for 
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems

www.airsailmodels.co.nz

Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon

props and many more.

Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,

HENDERSON�
RACING

HAMILTON

CHRISTCHURCH

82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH

027 228 5466
bigtrev@xtra.co.nz

Suppliers to the racing fraternity

Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND    Bus/AH 09 275 5842

Workshop Facilities:

 slipstream.models.workshop@gmail.com

SLIPSTREAM MODEL SLIPSTREAM MODEL 
RESTORATION WORKSHOPRESTORATION WORKSHOP

Specialists in plans from all top designs from 

around the globe plus others less known

Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage

MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.

Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats, 

Canopy pressing, Latex moulding, 
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls, 
Radio & Accessories repairs

RC Hobbies is NZ’s number one online 
hobby shop, with exceptional product 

knowledge and unbeatable service you 
can’t go wrong. 

RC Hobbies have everything 
you need from planes, cars, helicopters, 

drones, 3d printers, paint, fuel, accessories 
and much more. 

RC Hobbies also provide services repairs. 
There is something for everyone at RC 

Hobbies with new products being updated 
on the website regularly. 

Get in touch with the team at RC 
Hobbies Today!

 Website: www.rchobbies.co.nz

Email: sales@rchobbies.co.nz
 

Follow us on Social Media:

Ph: 021 288 9455

Frazer@pbgrc.co.nz

www.PBGRC.co.nz

Combine your New Zealand
summer holiday with a visit
to the Model Flying New Zealand

Carterton 2nd Jan - 7th Jan 2022
2022 NATIONALS

www.modelflyingnz.org


